
SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

NORTH AMERICAN SOCCER LEAGUE, LLC,

Plaintiff, Index No.:

V.

COMPLAINT
SUNIL K. GULATI, DONALD GARBER, CARLOS

CORDEIRO, CARLOS BOCANEGRA, STEPHEN

MALIK, JOHN COLLINS, DONNA E. SHALALA,
VALERIE B. ACKERMAN, DANIEL T. FLYNN, LISA

CARNOY, RICHARD MOELLER, JESSE HARRELL,
TIMOTHY TURNEY, CHRISTOPHER AHRENS,
ANGELA K. HUCLES,

Defendants.

Plaintiff North American Soccer League, LLC ("NASL"), through its undersigned

counsel, Mayer Brown LLP, and by way of Complaint against the Defendants, Sunil K. Gulati,

Donald Garber, Carlos Cordeiro, Carlos Bocanegra, Stephen Malik, John Collins, Donna E.

Shalala, Valerie B. Ackerman, Daniel T. Flynn, Lisa Carnoy, Richard Moeller, Jesse Harrell,

Timothy Turney, Christopher Ahrens, and Angela K. Hucles says:
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(" Board"

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. The United States Soccer Federation, Inc. ("USSF") and its top executives are

among the most powerful forces in U.S. soccer. This action arises from the abuse of that power

with the acquiescence and, in many instances, active support of the USSF Board of Directors

("Board") in breach of the
directors'

fiduciary duties to the USSF's members, and, in particular,

to Plaintiff, the NASL.

2. Specifically, Defendants have abused their positions as governors and stewards

for the promotion and development of the sport of soccer in the United States by exercising their

influence to stymie the growth of the NASL so as to promote
Defendants'

improper and

conflicted interests in Plaintiff's rival professional leagues, MLS and the USL (both defined

below), as well as enhancing
Defendants'

own political clout and influence as entrenched

governors of the sport of soccer while enjoying the substantial perquisites flowing to them

through their close affiliations with commercial entities such as MLS and marketing

conglomerate SUM (defined below).

3. From 2011 through the conclusion of the 2017 season, Plaintiff NASL was

sanctioned by the USSF as a "Division
II"

professional soccer league. The NASL has long

sought to compete for marketing and other business opportunities against the "Division
I"

Major

League Soccer, Inc. ("MLS") whose interests Defendants have furthered at the expense of and to

the detriment of the NASL. This overt favoritism towards MLS has directly harmed the NASL

and contravened the
Defendants'

duties to grow and promote soccer on behalf of the USSF

membership in general.
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4. Throughout the NASL's existence, the Board has acted to purposefully and

systematically interfere with the NASL's ability to grow as a league, to attract lucrative

sponsorship interests, and ultimately to compete on level terms against MLS.

5. In particular, the Defendants have manipulated the standards governing the

divisional status of professional soccer leagues to ensure that MLS occupies a protected position

as the sole Division I league.

6. Tellingly, the Board has also caused the USSF to bundle and align the marketing

interests of MLS and the USSF in a single for-profit marketing company, Soccer United

Marketing, LLC ("SUM"), which has served to enhance the status and political clout of

Defendants-in addition to making readily available to Defendants such substantial perquisites

as valuable and high-profile event-related travel, accommodations, game tickets, and MLS team

and sponsor merchandise. Notably, the Board has allowed SUM to use the USSF's most

valuable assets-rights in the FIFA World Cup and U.S. National
Teams'
Teams television broadcasts

and ticket sales-to enrich and empower MLS to the competitive disadvantage of rival leagues,

as well as depriving other USSF member groups of potential funding. To date, the Board has

caused billions of dollars in value (held largely by MLS team owners with equity stakes in SUM)

to be created in SUM, while simultaneously taking action to destroy the ability of the NASL to

attract sufficient sponsors, fans, players and other resources necessary to threaten the growth and

enrichment of MLS. Meanwhile, Defendants have neglected to take reasonable and prudent

steps to direct any of the substantial new value in SUM to non-MLS-affiliated members, as

Defendants have (i) upon information and belief, failed to cause the USSF to maintain an

ownership interest in the value created in SUM by USSF assets (only MLS owns equity in SUM)

and (ii) recently permitted an unfavorable lapsed agreement between the USSF and SUM to
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continue for years under an oral agreement, rather than seeking improved terms and shopping

valuable USSF broadcast rights to other competitive bidders.

7. Most recently, on September 1, 2017, Defendants furthered their goal of

protecting MLS from all credible competitive threats by enforcing arbitrary and unfair divisional

sanctioning standards to virtually regulate the NASL out of existence, revoking its Division II

sanction for the 2018 season. At the same time, the USSF inexplicably granted the United

Soccer League ("USL")-an MLS-aligned league only recently promoted to Division II for the

2017 season-an opportunity to maintain its Division II sanctioning by submitting a plan for

eventually complying with the standards that it does not currently satisfy, with the obvious

purpose of eliminating the NASL and ensconcing the USL as the sole Division II league.

Finally, in mid-January 2018, more than four months after the USSF Board made its final

determination to revoke the NASL's Division II sanction ahead of the 2018 season, the Board

determined to grant Division II status to the USL (despite its failure to comply with divisional

sanctioning criteria) and to provide the USL a further two-year pathway to work towards

substantial compliance with the standards it currently fails to satisfy. Such leniency and

forbearance have been unfairly and prejudicially reserved for MLS (which has historically

received Division I status despite failing to satisfy Division I sanctioning criteria) and the USL.

8. In sharp contrast, the very moment the NASL's Interim Commissioner, Rishi

Sehgal, was informed of the September 1 vote to de-sanction the NASL, the USSF's General

Counsel, Lydia Wahlke, informed Mr. Sehgal that the USSF's revocation of the NASL's

Division II sanction was final and unappealable. This message was consistent with the USSF's

antagonistic treatment of the NASL in recent years, during which time the USSF and its

President, Defendant Gulati, have routinely failed to undertake affirmative steps to support and
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develop the NASL, despite
Defendants'

duties to promote the growth of soccer in the United

States at all levels.

9. Significantly, the September 1, 2017 vote to de-sanction the NASL was the

culmination of years of carefully orchestrated conduct by the Board aimed at weakening the

NASL by, inter alia, prompting its member teams to defect to the USL. As Defendants were or

should have been aware, such defections reduced the ability of the NASL to continue satisfying

the arbitrary division standards promulgated by the USSF, thereby jeopardizing the very survival

of the NASL. Notably, powerful Defendants such as Gulati and Garber effectively co-opted

Defendant Malik-the sole purported NASL "voice"
on the Board, who was only tapped to join

the Board in March 2017, when Defendant Garber used his overwhelming influence over the

voting of the Professional Council to appoint Malik as a new Board member-and persuaded

Malik within a few short months of joining the Board to withdraw his North Carolina-based team

from the NASL, presumably so that it could join MLS or the MLS-aligned USL. However,

despite the mounting pressure applied by Defendants such as Gulati, Garber, and Malik, and

despite the absence of any effective NASL representation on the Board, a sufficient number of

teams remained with, or joined, the NASL to sustain the league throughout the 2017 season with

the clearly stated intention of continuing league play through 2018 and beyond in furtherance of

its goal of becoming a rival to MLS.

10. In response, and following the USSF's unsuccessful attempt to bring down the

NASL by enticing teams away from the league and towards its rivals, USSF President, Sunil

Gulati, orchestrated the hurried and contrived September 1, 2017 divisional sanctioning vote,

whose end result was pre-ordained-the seemingly inevitable continuation of the USL's
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Division II status (which was made official in January 2018) and the permanent consignment of

the NASL to either obscurity or extinction.

11. Upon information and belief, USSF Board members involved in the vote were

(i) inadequately prepared and lacking sufficient information to consider whether the NASL

should be granted Division II status to promote and develop professional soccer in the United

States and/or (ii) beholden to and unduly swayed by conflicted directors, including Defendant

Gulati. Tellingly, the vote occurred without most Board members (i.e., the members who did not

dominate and control the vote) knowing whether the USL would qualify for Division II

sanctioning-such that the Board members could not have understood the true impact of the vote

on the future of professional soccer in the United States. In fact, certain Board members clearly

misunderstood the catastrophic implications of the vote, as Defendant Carnoy told New York

Cosmos owner and NASL Chairman, Rocco B. Commisso, that Defendant Gulati led her to

believe that the vote to revoke the NASL's Division II sanction would
"help"

the NASL club

owners when, in fact, it has threatened to devastate their commercial relationships with sponsors

and players while stripping the NASL of essentially all out-of-court bargaining power with MLS

and the USL.

12. Because the vote on the NASL's fate occurred in this manner-i.e., with the

purpose of harming the NASL and with most Board members inadequately prepared to cast an

informed vote-each of the named Defendants (i) purposefully engineered this coercive process

to harm the NASL (ii) freely permitted himself or herself to be dominated by the improper

interests of other Board members, particularly those who serve as executive officers of the USSF

or (iii) failed to become informed of the circumstances and available information surrounding the

vote on the NASL's divisional sanctioning.
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13. Further, on information and belief, President Gulati and the Board which he

dominated carefully coordinated this vote with the newly promoted MLS-aligned Division II

league, the USL (which is effectively controlled by Alec Papadakis ("Papadakis"), who sat on

the Board from 2015-2017), to ensure that the result would bolster the USL-which would be

granted four
months'

additional time to lobby for Division II sanctioning (which it received in

January 2018) and at least two further years of waivers (for the 2018 and 2019 seasons) from the

enforcement of the very criteria applied in September 2017 to immediately and permanently

discredit and damage the NASL. In the interim, the USL used this additional time and favored

position to further poach NASL clubs-including the North Carolina FC team owned by

Defendant Malik, who, as noted above, was nominally the sole NASL "voice"
on the USSF's

Board but who then, within months of joining the Board, abandoned the NASL to align his team

with MLS interests.

14. Moreover, the well-documented history of the divisional sanctioning criteria

establishes clearly that those criteria were put in place in an arbitrary and discriminatory fashion

and were subsequently drafted and re-drafted time and again to ensure that only one professional

league-in which Defendants Gulati, Garber, Flynn, Bocanegra, Collins, and Malik hold

undeniably conflicted interests-could prosper at the highest level of professional soccer in the

United States, effectively hoarding the most valuable sponsorship and marketing opportunities

for MLS and MLS-aligned entities (and using the value of USSF assets to further promote only

one top-tier professional league, MLS, which Defendant Gulati frequently and publicly refers to

simply as "the League").
League"

15. In fact, Defendants Gulati, Garber, Flynn, Bocanegra, Collins, and Malik have

persisted in systematically pursuing their self-interests at the expense of the NASL and the
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promotion of soccer even as third-party commentators scathingly criticized the Board for its

repeated failure to adopt any form of meaningful conflict of interest policy to ensure the good

governance of the USSF, a non-profit organization meant to serve the collective interests of its

millions of members. Indeed, the USSF has recently taken the position that, because its clearly

conflicted directors allegedly recuse themselves from voting directly on professional league

sanctioning determinations, those determinations are somehow cleansed of the pervasive

conflicts which infect the Board. Notably, however, these conflicted directors, on information

and belief, not only participate extensively in pre-voting deliberations but also dominate the

voting processes and voting directors and effectively engineer the outcomes-vitiating the

purported impact of any claimed eleventh hour recusals. In fact, Defendant Cordeiro-who is

now seeking to succeed Defendant Gulati as USSF President-has publicly likened the Board to

a "rubber
stamp"

for President Gulati's directives throughout his increasingly autocratic tenure

as USSF President.

16. As a result of the abuse of divisional sanctioning criteria to deprive the NASL of

Division II status ahead of the 2018 season-the minimum necessary standing for NASL teams

to retain existing sponsor agreements and player contracts-the NASL soon will be relegated to

a sad chapter in U.S. soccer history unless it obtains swift relief.

17. Therefore, faced with extinction if it cannot at least retain its historical Division II

status to continue league play despite
Defendants'

already devastating September 1, 2017 Board

vote to revoke the NASL's Division II status for 2018, Plaintiff brings this action seeking

injunctive, monetary, and declaratory relief and to ensure that Defendants are (i) not permitted to

continue to run roughshod over a member organization which Defendants are duty-bound to

serve in a faithful manner and (ii) held accountable for their prior actions to purposefully or, at
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least negligently, harm the ability of the NASL to thrive commercially and to promote the

growth of U.S. soccer as a competitive, top-tier professional league.

PARTIES

Plaintiff

18. Plaintiff NASL is a member organization of the USSF. It is one of four members

in the USSF's "Professional
League"

membership classification. The NASL is a limited liability

company organized under the laws of Delaware, with its principal place of business in New

York, New York. The NASL member clubs that competed in the 2017 season were: FC

Edmonton, owned by Fath Sports, Ltd.; Indy Eleven, owned by Indy Sports & Entertainment,

LLC; Jacksonville Armada FC, owned by JAX Soccer Holdings, LLC; Miami FC, owned by The

Miami Football Club, LLC; the New York Cosmos, owned by New York Cosmos, LLC; North

Carolina FC, owned by Carolina FC, LLC; Puerto Rico FC, owned by Puerto Rico FC, LLC; and

the San Francisco Deltas, owned by FCSF, LLC. In addition, at the time of the September 1

Board vote, a number of additional clubs had also entered into new team agreements with the

NASL or provided letters of intent to join the NASL as new clubs in 2018.

19. Unlike the two leagues favored by the USSF-i.e., MLS and the USL-the

NASL is characterized by independent, individual team owners who control their own league.

As such, the NASL's structure is similar to that of top-tier men's professional soccer leagues

worldwide, where each club customarily is owned separately and controlled by its own

management-a structure that fosters competition among clubs, allows club owners to make the

necessary investments to improve their roster, and thereby improves the overall product quality

and attractiveness of the league to fans. Thus, unlike MLS, the NASL is structured as a club-

centric league with individually owned clubs, commercial rights held at the club level, and player

acquisition and investment decisions generally being left to club owners. While operating within
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such a structure, the NASL has been outspoken in its desire to compete against MLS in the

market for top-tier men's professional soccer leagues in the United States. As summarized by

Sports Illustrated in a September 14, 2017 article, the public perception of the NASL is of "an

eight-team circuit that advocates for self-determination and independent clubs and bristles at the

stricter, more centralized structure of MLS and USL (which are
partners)."

Defendants

20. Defendants are, and/or during the relevant timeframe were, each members of the

USSF Board of Directors. The USSF is incorporated as a not-for-profit corporation organized

under the laws of New York, with its principal place of business in Chicago, Illinois. The

USSF's Articles of Incorporation provide that it "is a corporation as defined in Section 102(a)(5)

of the Not-For-Profit Corporation Law; the corporation is a Type A corporation under Section

201 of the Not-For-Profit Corporation
Law[.]"

To the extent not inconsistent with the statutory

purposes of a New York not-for-profit corporation, the stated corporate purposes of the USSF,

are to (i) serve as the national governing body for soccer in the United States (ii) serve as the

FIFA (international governing body for soccer) association member for the United States and

(iii) "promote and develop the game of
soccer."

Additionally, the USSF constitutes the official

national governing body for amateur and Olympic soccer (but not professional soccer) as defined

by the Ted Stevens Sports Act (36 U.S.C. § 220501, et seq.) and the USSF's duties in that

capacity include, inter alia, "develop[ing] interest and participation [in soccer] throughout the

United States and be[ing] responsible to the persons and amateur sports organizations it

represents[.]"
Therefore, any action by the Board which stymies the development of interest and

participation in soccer in the United States contravenes the USSF's raison d'être.

I
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21. None of the USSF's statutory or FIFA-derived duties require it to maintain a

rigidly tiered multi-divisional structure for professional soccer, nor does any authority require it

to promulgate divisional sanctioning criteria.

22. Defendant Sunil K. Gulati is President of the USSF and a member of the

Board. He has served as USSF President since 2006, and before that served as Vice President

for six years. As further detailed below, Defendant Gulati has also been involved in numerous

central management roles within MLS or MLS teams dating back to the league's inception more

than 20 years ago. While, upon information and belief, Defendant Gulati recused himself from

the September 1, 2017 Board vote on the NASL's divisional sanctioning, he nonetheless

dominated and controlled the voting directors by, among other things, dictating the mandate of,

and information available to, voting directors, as well as dominating the course of deliberations

concerning the vote.

23. Defendant Donald Garber is a USSF Professional Council Representative and a

member of the Board. He has simultaneously served as the Commissioner of MLS since 1999.

Despite his interests in MLS and SUM, Garber also serves as chairman of the Board's conflicts

committee and he chairs the nominating committee for, inter alia, the periodic election of the

USSF President. While, upon information and belief, Defendant Garber recused himself from

the September 1, 2017 Board vote on the NASL's divisional sanctioning, he nonetheless pursued

his personal interests in MLS by exercising domination and control over the voting directors

through, among other things, his extensive and overbearing participation in Board deliberations

concerning the vote.

24. Defendant Carlos Cordeiro is Executive Vice President of the USSF and a

member of the Board. He has served as Vice President since 2016, and Mr. Cordeiro first

11
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assumed a governance role within the USSF in 2007 as an independent director. Mr. Cordeiro

has announced that he will seek election as the next USSF President-potentially succeeding

Defendant Gulati who will not seek reelection. In public statements concerning his own

campaign for the role of USSF President, Mr. Cordeiro has criticized the governance practices of

Defendant Gulati for failing to involve relevant stakeholders and for cramming down his own

agenda through a carefully controlled and dominated Board. Upon information and belief,

Defendant Cordeiro voted on September 1, 2017, to revoke the NASL's longstanding Division II

sanction despite being inadequately prepared to deliberate about the facts underlying, and

consequences of, the vote, as well as understanding that the voting process and his decision-

making were being dominated and controlled by conflicted directors and USSF executives,

specifically including Defendant Gulati, whom Mr. Cordeiro has criticized for dominating and

manipulating the actions of the Board.

25. Defendant Carlos M. Bocanegra is an Athlete Representative of the USSF and a

member of the Board. He played in MLS from 2000 to 2014 and is now an MLS team official.

Upon information and belief, Defendant Bocanegra recused himself from the September 1, 2017

Board vote on the NASL's divisional sanctioning only after pursuing his personal interests in

MLS through his extensive participation in Board deliberations concerning the vote and by

condoning and acquiescing in Defendants Garber and Gulati's domination of Board deliberations

and the decision-making of the voting directors in favor of MLS-aligned interests.

26. Defendant Stephen Malik is a Professional Council Representative of the USSF

and a member of the Board. He has served on the Board since March 2017. Mr. Malik is also

the owner of a former NASL club, North Carolina FC, which competed in the NASL during the

2017 season but withdrew from the league on September 29, 2017, following the September 1,

I
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2017 NASL de-sanctioning vote in which he was complicit. Upon information and belief,

Defendant Malik recused himself from the September 1, 2017 Board vote on the NASL's

divisional sanctioning only after colluding with, inter alia, Defendant Garber and former Board

member and USL CEO, Papadakis, to ensure the transition of Malik's former North Carolina

NASL club to either MLS or the USL for the upcoming 2018 season-actions undertaken by

Defendant Malik in light of his understanding of, and acquiescence in, the determination of

controlling Board members and USSF executives to drive the NASL out of existence in order to

eliminate competitive economic threats to MLS and the USL.

27. Defendant John Collins is an At-Large Representative of the USSF and a member

of the Board. He previously served as General Counsel to the USSF from 1997 to 2001.

According to statements made by USSF counsel in a separate action, Mr. Collins represents USL

interests in his private law practice. Upon information and belief, Defendant Collins recused

himself from the September 1, 2017 Board vote on the NASL's divisional sanctioning only after

promoting the interests of his USL clients by, among other things, participating in and abetting

sham Board deliberations which he understood to be dominated by conflicted USSF Board

members and executives intent upon ensuring that the outcome of the vote would eviscerate the

ability of the NASL to compete effectively against MLS and USL interests.

28. Defendant Donna E. Shalala is an Independent Director of the USSF and a

member of the Board. She has served on the Board since 2011. She has also chaired the USSF's

internal compliance and audit functions which during the relevant period were responsible for,

but ineffectual in, inter alia, reviewing the USSF's policies and procedures with respect to

conflicts of interest. Upon information and belief, Defendant Shalala voted on September 1,

2017, to revoke the NASL's longstanding Division II sanction despite being inadequately

I
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prepared to deliberate about the facts underlying, and consequences of, the vote, as well as

understanding that the voting process and her decision-making were being dominated and

controlled by conflicted directors and USSF executives.

29. Defendant Valerie B. Ackerman is an Independent Director of the USSF and a

member of the Board. She has served on the Board since 2017. Upon information and belief,

Defendant Ackerman voted on September 1, 2017, to revoke the NASL's longstanding Division

II sanction despite being inadequately prepared to deliberate about the facts underlying, and

consequences of, the vote, as well as understanding that the voting process and her decision-

making were being dominated and controlled by conflicted directors and USSF executives.

30. Defendant Daniel T. Flynn is CEO/General Secretary of the USSF and a non-

voting member of the Board. He has served as Secretary General since 2000, and before that

served as Executive Director. Although Mr. Flynn is not a voting member of the Board, he is

widely recognized as the architect of the USSF's business plans and is understood to exercise

considerable influence over the commercial and financial agendas driven forward by

longstanding colleagues and controlling executives, Gulati and Garber. Upon information and

belief, Defendant Flynn exerted his considerable influence over other Board members by, among

other things, putting his weight behind the deliberations and voting processes for the September

1, 2017 Board vote on the NASL's divisional sanctioning which Defendants Gulati and Garber

dominated in furtherance of MLS-aligned interests.

31. Defendant Lisa Carnoy is an Independent Director of the USSF and a member of

the Board. She has served on the Board since 2017. As set forth herein, Defendant Carnoy has

communicated directly with New York Cosmos owner, Rocco B. Commisso, concerning the

procedural irregularities surrounding the Board's September 1, 2017 vote to de-sanction the

I
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NASL, as well as Defendant Gulati's substantial control over the underlying voting activities of

the Board. Upon information and belief, Defendant Carnoy voted on September 1, 2017, to

revoke the NASL's longstanding Division II sanction despite being inadequately prepared to

deliberate about the facts underlying, and consequences of, the vote, as well as understanding

that the voting process and her decision-making were being dominated and controlled by

conflicted directors and USSF executives.

32. Defendant Richard Moeller is an Adult Council Representative of the USSF and a

member of the Board. Upon information and belief, Defendant Moeller voted on September 1,

2017, to revoke the NASL's longstanding Division II sanction despite being inadequately

prepared to deliberate about the facts underlying, and consequences of, the vote, as well as

understanding that the voting process and his decision-making were being dominated and

controlled by conflicted directors and USSF executives.

33. Defendant Jesse Harrell is a Youth Council Representative of the USSF and a

member of the Board. He has served on the Board since 2016. Upon information and belief,

Defendant Harrell voted on September 1, 2017, to revoke the NASL's longstanding Division II

sanction despite being inadequately prepared to deliberate about the facts underlying, and

consequences of, the vote, as well as understanding that the voting process and his decision-

making were being dominated and controlled by conflicted directors and USSF executives.

34. Defendant Timothy Turney is a Youth Council Representative of the USSF and a

member of the Board. Upon information and belief, Defendant Turney voted on September 1,

2017, to revoke the NASL's longstanding Division II sanction despite being inadequately

prepared to deliberate about the facts underlying, and consequences of, the vote, as well as

I
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understanding that the voting process and his decision-making were being dominated and

controlled by conflicted directors and USSF executives.

35. Defendant Christopher Ahrens is an Athlete Representative of the USSF and a

member of the Board. Upon information and belief, Defendant Ahrens voted on September 1,

2017, to revoke the NASL's longstanding Division II sanction despite being inadequately

prepared to deliberate about the facts underlying, and consequences of, the vote, as well as

understanding that the voting process and his decision-making were being dominated and

controlled by conflicted directors and USSF executives.

36. Defendant Angela K. Hucles is an Athlete Representative of the USSF and a

member of the Board. Upon information and belief, Defendant Hucles voted on September 1,

2017, to revoke the NASL's longstanding Division II sanction despite being inadequately

prepared to deliberate about the facts underlying, and consequences of, the vote, as well as

understanding that the voting process and her decision-making were being dominated and

controlled by conflicted directors and USSF executives.

37. As members of the Board during the relevant period, Defendants owed USSF

members, including the NASL, fiduciary duties of care, loyalty, and obedience to the corporate

purposes of the USSF.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

38. This Court has jurisdiction over all Defendants pursuant to New York Not-for-

Profit Corporation Law § 309 and CPLR §§ 301 and 302.

39. All Defendants are, or were during the relevant period, directors of the USSF, an

entity organized under New York's Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, and orchestrated the

wrongful schemes and committed wrongful acts alleged herein in and from New York.

I
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40. Venue in New York County is proper pursuant to CPLR §§ 503(a) and (c)

because all Defendants do substantial business in this County and/or derive substantial revenue

from activities carried out in this County and because many of the wrongful acts alleged herein

occurred in this County.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

The USSF's Duties To Fairly And Equally Serve The Interests Of All Of Its Members

41. According to USSF President Gulati, the USSF's diverse membership of

professional soccer leagues and professional athletes, national associations, state associations,

individual amateur soccer participants, youth and development leagues, and individual

participants in and supporters of the sport of soccer in the United States numbers in the millions.

According to the USSF's official website, the "Board of Directors of U.S. Soccer is the

governing board of the Federation . . . representing all facets of soccer in the United
States"

and,

thereby, responsible to all of the constituent groups comprising its millions of members.

42. Defendant Gulati has publicly acknowledged that the USSF owes a duty to all of

its "millions of members, 99.999 percent of which none of us [attending the Board's National

Council Meetings] deal with
directly"

but whose participation in U.S. soccer programs should

represent "the heart of what we do, what U.S. Soccer
does."

Thus, Gulati describes the role of

the USSF as being "a service organization for [all of] our
members"

as opposed to "a corporation

in the normal
sense."

43. In principle, the Board is a
"representative"

Board comprised of representatives

from all of the USSF's core constituencies, represented by a Youth Council, an Adult Council, a

Professional Council, an Athlete's Council, and sundry other members.

I
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44. With respect to professional leagues specifically, Defendant Garber has

"pledge[d] on behalf of all of our leagues that [the USSF Professional Council] will do our
part"

to promote fairly and evenly the development of soccer in the United States.

45. However, as will be shown, the interests of the USSF and the Professional

Council in the promotion of MLS ultimately dominate Board determinations with respect to the

governance of professional soccer leagues in the United States.

Defendants'
Commingling Of Interests In Promoting The USSF, MLS, And SUM

46. To understand the basis for
Defendants'

arbitrary and discriminatory application

of Division Standards against the NASL to effectively force it out of existence, one must first

understand certain
Defendants'

overriding and conflicted interests in the promotion of rival

league, MLS.

47. As an organization operating under the purview of FIFA, the USSF is obliged to

observe the FIFA Statutes, as well as the principles of fair play set forth therein. FIFA Statutes

§ 8.3. Critically, the USSF must manage its affairs independently and ensure that its own affairs

are not influenced by any third parties. FIFA Statutes § 14.1(i). Additionally, the USSF must

ensure that its own rules and regulations are drafted independently and free from any form of

interference (FIFA Statutes § 15(c)), and the USSF is duty-bound to avoid conflicts of interest in

its official decision-making processes (FIFA Statutes § 15(i)). As the "national governing
body"

for U.S. amateur and Olympic soccer under the Ted Stevens Sports Act, the USSF has a duty to

"develop interest and participation throughout the United States and be responsible to the

persons and amateur sports organizations it
represents."

36 U.S.C. § 220524(1). Similarly,

express provisions of the New York Not-For-Profit Corporation Law ("NPCL") require the

USSF to develop and enforce a robust conflicts of interest policy. By contrast, nothing in the

I
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men'

USSF's authorizing statutes expressly permits-let alone requires-it to develop and enforce any

form of professional league standards.

48. Nevertheless, the USSF and its Board members have flagrantly disregarded their

above-referenced duties-specifically including the duty to eschew conflicts of interest-by,

instead, conflating the promotional and marketing interests of MLS with the USSF's interest in

its own aggrandizement as an all powerful national federation under FIFA and, by extension,

increasing the importance of each Board member's political clout within global soccer

governance. At the same time,
Defendants'

promotion of MLS and SUM has provided the

individual Defendants with perquisites including, but not limited to, valuable travel, VIP game

tickets, MLS team and sponsor merchandise, and accommodations in connection with high-

profile events. As a result, the interests of MLS have consistently been promoted at the expense

of the competing interests of the NASL. Such preferential conduct also contravenes the USSF's

stated corporate purpose to "promote and develop the game of
soccer"

overall in the United

States.

49. Since MLS began league play in 1996, the USSF has carefully protected MLS

( f k.a. Major League Professional Soccer or "MLPS") as the exclusive Division I men's

professional league in the United States.

50. MLPS, later re-branded as MLS, was established by the USSF as the sole

Division I professional men's outdoor soccer league in the United States. At that time, the

league was founded and controlled by the USSF's then-President, Alan Rothenberg, who later

testified in federal court that it was always the USSF's plan to sanction only one Division I

professional men's league-i.e., the MLPS/MLS league. The league's formation was instigated

at the behest of FIFA-which required the establishment of a top-tier men's professional league

I
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as a condition to granting to the United States the right to host the 1994 FIFA World Cup.

Ultimately, Rothenberg received a roughly $7 million bonus for his
"volunteer"

work as the head

of the organizing committee for the 1994 World Cup-a position he attained through his power

and influence as USSF President.

51. Beginning with Rothenberg, there developed a long and continuous history of

USSF officials directly aligning themselves with the promotion and development of MLS as the

sole top-tier professional league. Since that time, leadership of MLS and the USSF has

increasingly overlapped, with a steady stream of Rothenberg disciples and loyalists assuming

mounting control over the USSF.

52. Notably, while Defendant Gulati has served on the USSF Board since 1995, he

also served as Rothenberg's inaugural deputy commissioner of MLS from 1995 to 1999.

Although Gulati left his position as MLS deputy commissioner in 1999, until at least 2013 he

held various executive positions within or a consulting role for the Kraft Sports Group-an

organization (i) that owns and manages MLS-related holdings, including an MLS club (ii) that

has been a longstanding primary investor in MLS, and (iii) whose owner and founder was

recently named, at the behest of USSF executive leadership, an honorary chairman of the U.S.

organizing committee for the 2026 FIFA World Cup. Defendant Garber has admitted that "Sunil

attended MLS and SUM board meetings when he worked for Kraft
Soccer[.]"

Gulati was

elected USSF President in 2006 and reelected in 2010, while still employed by the Kraft Sports

Group (and he also was subsequently reelected in 2014). Like his mentor, Rothenberg, did

following the 1994 FIFA World Cup, Gulati is widely expected to profit handsomely from his

entrenched position at the head of U.S. soccer governance, as he has used his influence to

become the head of the organizing committee for the 2026 FIFA World Cup-which will almost
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Men'

certainly be hosted by the United States. Third-parties have publicly reported that Gulati likely

will earn a bonus between $30 million and $50 million for leading this organizing committee in a

"volunteer"
capacity. Notably, although Gulati announced in late 2017-after the Men's

National Team failed to qualify for the 2018 FIFA World Cup for the first time since the

formation of MLS-that he will not seek yet another term as USSF President when the next

election is held in February 2018, Gulati will continue to head the World Cup organizing

committee. He will also continue to sit and vote on the USSF Board as a past President. Thus,

by design, Gulati will maintain his extraordinarily self-interested position in U.S. Soccer well

beyond the end of his lengthy tenure as USSF President.

53. Additionally, Defendant Garber has long served as (i) the Commissioner of MLS

(ii) a longstanding USSF Board member, and (iii) the chair of the nominating committee for

USSF presidential elections-in which position he lobbied passionately for each of Defendant

Gulati's reelections as USSF President.

54. The endeavor which Defendant Garber has most zealously pursued, however, has

clearly been the promotion of MLS. Indeed, despite being a USSF Board member, Garber has

long devoted the overwhelming percentage of his time and energy to-and, as an influential

USSF Board member, has diverted USSF assets to-promoting MLS, an endeavor which co-

Defendant Gulati has been more than happy to indulge. In his role as USSF President,

Defendant Gulati quipped at the 2008 USSF National Council Meeting, "[t]his past year we had

some ups and downs. One of the big ups for soccer in America was that MLS had a fantastic

season. . . . Mr. Garber spends - I was going to say inordinate, but it's not. It's a good thing in

this case, time - amount of his time fielding calls from potential new investors [in MLS] in cities

across the
country[.]"

I
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55. The growth of MLS has also benefitted materially from the entrenched positions

of other key Board members who have consistently catered to the interests of MLS at the

expense of the NASL and the rest of U.S. soccer. As Defendant Garber conceded during the

2014 National Council Meeting, "[w]e, as an organization, have been incredibly fortunate to

have consistent leadership of our organization for nearly ten
years"

and "[t]he vision behind all

of this [growth in U.S. soccer] since 2006 has been that of Sunil Gulati . . . with the strong

management that he has in
Chicago"

and "with the very connected and aligned
Board[.]"

56. Notably, in addition to Gulati's
"consistent"

service on the Board alongside

Garber, Defendant Flynn has served as the USSF's CEO and Secretary General since June 15,

2000, during which time his official USSF website profile states that he "has overhauled U.S.

Soccer's business
framework[.]"

57. Thus, for more than a decade, MLS has enjoyed a strongly favored position as the

professional men's league of choice among the USSF's most powerful executives, each of whom

has become increasingly entrenched in his position as a decision-maker and policy autocrat

within U.S. professional soccer.

58. Moreover, to effectuate their dual purposes of promoting the interests of MLS and

enhancing the political clout of the Board itself-to the detriment of the NASL, an unwanted

rival professional league-Defendants formed and enlisted the services of SUM, a for-profit

entity which serves as the exclusive marketing arm of both MLS and the USSF.

59. Perhaps not surprisingly, the management of SUM overlaps extensively with that

of the USSF and MLS-but not of the NASL. According to Defendant Garber in a recent

interview, "the U.S. Soccer board has always supported the important
relationship"

between

MLS, the USSF, and SUM.
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60. Upon information and belief, and as reported in numerous public third-party

sources, SUM's executive-level leadership includes Defendants Garber and Gulati, who have

each attended and significantly influenced the actions of SUM's board of directors (which

consists entirely of owners in the MLS league which Garber controls). Moreover, upon

information and belief, the overwhelming majority of equity interests in SUM are held by MLS

management and ownership groups. In a recent interview, Garber described SUM as "a

company that was formed by the owners of
[MLS]"

after Garber "pitched the key MLS owners

at that time-Anschutz, Kraft and
Hunt"

on the idea of creating and controlling a single

marketing conglomerate for MLS and the USSF.

61. Additionally, the President of SUM, Kathryn Carter, is an MLS Executive, listed

on the MLS website immediately below the MLS Commissioner (Garber), MLS President and

Deputy Commissioner (Mark Abbott), and MLS President and Managing Director (Gary

Stevenson). Upon information and belief, Defendants Gulati and Garber are privately backing

Ms. Carter to replace Gulati as the next President of USSF-a move clearly intended to further

intertwine the interests of the USSF Board, MLS, and SUM. Indeed, Carter has been observed at

private dinners with Garber and Gulati while campaigning, and numerous third-parties have

called for Carter, Garber, and Gulati to disclose the nature and extent of the support Carter is

receiving-to date, all parties have refused to provide such transparency into Carter's conflicted

campaign for USSF President.

62. When SUM was formed in 2002, the most valuable assets it controlled were the

USSF's broadcast rights in the U.S. National Teams and in FIFA World Cup games. This value

was leveraged, through SUM and the bundling of media rights with similar rights in MLS games,

to prop up the then still-fledgling and largely unprofitable MLS, effectively subsidizing the
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growth of MLS with proceeds from USSF assets. Today, public information concerning a recent

sale of a minority interest in SUM indicates that it is worth more than two-billion dollars and that

teams pay approximately $150 million each to join MLS and simultaneously purchase an equity

interest in SUM. Meanwhile, the substantial revenues of SUM continue to be enjoyed in large

part by MLS owners-although tens of millions of dollars annually still flow through SUM to

the USSF, thereby enhancing the power and influence of the Defendant Board members who

have structured SUM to promote their interests in MLS.

63. Thus, through their joint partnership with SUM, the commercial and marketing

interests of MLS and USSF leadership have become completely aligned and inextricably

intertwined. In fact, Defendant Garber has admitted that the primary television broadcast rights

deal brokered by SUM "doesn't allocate the rights fees between MLS and U.S.
Soccer[,]"

instead commingling the financial interests of the two organizations (one of which, MLS, is

structured as a for-profit commercial enterprise whereas the other, the USSF, is a New York Not-

for-Profit corporation and the national governing body of soccer as set forth herein). Moreover,

upon information and belief, the USSF does not receive any revenue under the SUM contract

until MLS achieves a threshold level of revenue-thereby ensuring the USSF's institutional bias

towards the promotion of MLS, in addition to the individual self-interest of Defendants such as

Gulati and Garber in MLS and SUM. Through its interest in MLS and SUM-which

simultaneously promote the national teams overseen by the USSF-the USSF, acting through the

Board, has deliberately undertaken to promote itself and MLS to the exclusion and detriment of

any league-notably the NASL-which threatens to erode the market dominance of MLS in

U.S. professional soccer.
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64. Compounding the USSF's failure to avoid conflicts of interest when it contracted

with SUM and MLS to market USSF and MLS properties, the USSF Board (specifically

including SUM leaders such as Defendants Gulati and Garber) failed to preserve an appropriate

ownership interest in the USSF's own assets by neglecting to obtain an equity stake in the

formation of SUM-despite clear provisions in the NPCL requiring the USSF to obtain fair

value in such a transaction. As a result, although SUM has enjoyed multi-billion-dollar growth

thanks in large part to the monetization of USSF rights in the National Teams and World Cup

broadcasts which then subsidized the early growth of MLS, the appreciation in SUM's value has

flowed almost exclusively to MLS. Further, although the USSF contractual relationship with

SUM expired years ago, the USSF entered into an oral arrangement with SUM to extend that

contractual relationship for years without shopping the marketing rights in USSF assets to

competitive bidders-thereby continuing
Defendants'

breach of their duty to, among other

things, exercise adequate oversight of the USSF's management and other insiders, reasonably

manage USSF assets, and apply the value in such assets to the development of soccer in the

United States at all levels. Defendant Garber recently admitted that the USSF failed to entertain

competitive bids for media rights contracts and that only "[i]f we [i.e., SUM and the USSF] were

not able to agree [on a new or continued contract with SUM], U.S. Soccer was free to go to

market"
to seek other offers.

65. Several Defendants have conceded the extent of their, and the USSF's, alignment

with MLS and SUM. For example, at the USSF's 2014 National Council Meeting, after

announcing the extraordinarily broad marketing mandate which the USSF and MLS had awarded

to SUM, Gulati conceded that, despite the USSF's not-for-profit registration, it had "become less
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Women'

of a membership-driven organization and more of a consumer-driven
organization"
organization through its

financial partnership with MLS and SUM.

66. Indeed, in May 2014, MLS and the USSF announced an unprecedented eight-

year, $720 million joint broadcasting agreement, brokered through SUM, with ESPN, Fox

Sports, and Univision for broadcast rights to MLS matches and U.S. Men's and Women's

National Team competitions. Subsequently, the USSF's audited financial statements have

disclosed that it earns tens of millions of dollars in annual revenue from its contractual marketing

relationship with SUM and the bundling of MLS and USSF properties which SUM jointly

promotes. Moreover, as set forth above, the USSF only receives these funds if MLS succeeds in

achieving substantial revenue benchmarks-which the active support and favoritism of the

Board makes considerably more attainable for MLS.

67. As a
"consumer-driven,"

but nominally
"not-for-profit"

corporation, the USSF

and its Board have openly embraced a practice of working "hand in
hand"

with MLS to pursue

shared interests in the unchallenged growth of MLS as the sole men's Division I professional

league in U.S. soccer. Thus, Defendant Gulati explained in a 2013 interview that "[t]he growth

of the game goes hand in hand with what [MLS] has done over the last 16 years, and the growth

of so much of what's going on in U.S. Soccer . . . the working relationship between the two is

extraordinary and my guess is there aren't many in the world like
that."

In essence, Gulati

explains that he views the promotion of MLS as central to the promotion and status of his own

organization, the USSF, within the global power structure of world soccer governance.

68. Defendant Garber echoes Gulati's boast as to the extensive interplay between the

leadership of the USSF and of MLS-but Garber chooses to analogize the MLS-USSF

relationship to being "joined at the
hip"

as opposed to working "hand in
hand."

As Garber
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admitted to reporters from Sports Illustrated, Gulati, Dan Flynn, Garber, MLS, and SUM are

"joined at the
hip"

with the governing body "mak[ing] commitments on the commercial
side[,]"

which is "not something that exists in other parts of the
world."

69. At the 2017 National Council Meeting, Gulati expounded yet again regarding the

extent to which the USSF had "become a mature organization, and not only a mature

organization, but a
business"

driven by the USSF's institutional interest in the advancement of

MLS through marketing partner SUM, because "what we get from our commercial partnerships

is roughly 50 percent of our budget. That's from Nike and our agreement with
SUM."

70. As with Garber and Gulati, most other USSF Board Members make no effort to

hide the fact that the tripartite alliance among the USSF, MLS, and SUM is the cornerstone of

the USSF's strategy to enhance the status of the USSF and MLS in tandem-to the exclusion and

detriment of the entrepreneurial and alternatively structured NASL, as well as the best interests

of the thousands of amateur adult and youth leagues and teams which the USSF and its Board are

duty-bound to serve.

71. For example, Defendant Flynn, the USSF's CEO, Secretary General, and

longtime Board member, proclaimed at the 2015 National Council Meeting, "we're fully

committed with Soccer United Marketing, our great partner. We continue to build the sport

through our partnership with ESPN, Fox, and
Univision[,]"

effectively echoing Defendant

Garber's declaration at the 2012 National Council Meeting that "Soccer United Marketing is the

engine that feeds a lot of this
machine"

of commercial growth in U.S. soccer.

72. Recent history has proven that this vision of "build[ing] the sport through our

partnership"
brokered by SUM leads the USSF to categorically exclude growth opportunities

offered by other sources. Specifically, Riccardo Silva, owner of the NASL's Miami FC and the
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substantial media empire MP & Silva, approached Defendant Garber and MLS in July 2017 to

offer a groundbreaking $4 billion for the global media rights to MLS for a ten-year period

beginning in 2023 (after the conclusion of the current SUM-brokered deal with ESPN, Fox

Sports, and Univision referenced in paragraph 66, supra)-a package deal which would have

quadrupled the media rights fees earned by MLS. Additionally, the offer from MP & Silva

reserved nearly a quarter of its total funding offer for the promotion of non-Division I leagues

an obvious benefit to the growth of U.S. soccer at all levels, consistent with the USSF's

corporate purpose.

73. Despite the tremendous value of this offer and the responsibilities of the USSF

Board to promote and develop U.S. soccer collectively at all levels, Defendant Garber

categorically refused to even enter into discussions concerning Silva's offer, erroneously

contending that existing agreements precluded MLS and SUM from even considering the offer

and stating that "we are not in a position, nor are we interested in engaging with Mr. Silva on his

proposal."

74. Essentially, Defendant Garber and MLS refused to participate in a good faith

business relationship (or even engage in dialogue) with MP & Silva who proposed a media rights

deal which likely would have advanced the promotion of U.S. soccer at all levels and, thereby,

furthered the USSF's fundamental corporate purpose. Thereafter, upon information and belief,

the remaining Defendant Board members and USSF leadership elected not to use the USSF's

authority and influence as the sport's governing body to persuade MLS to at least consider the

offer-a plain dereliction of their duty to promote and grow soccer in the United States. In fact,

in a recent interview, Garber confirmed that-despite having received Silva's offer-"there

hasn't been a discussion about the sale of rights after
2022[,]"

admitting that Silva's proposal
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was completely ignored by the SUM-MLS-USSF monolith which dictates the promotion and

development of professional soccer in the United States.

75. The only logical explanation for this course of conduct is that: (i) Defendants

viewed Silva's offer as being contrary to their self-interest, or the interests of those to whom they

are beholden, in the promotion of the existing MLS structure through the USSF's own marketing

arm, SUM, at the expense of the NASL (ii) voting Board members were not adequately informed

of the implications of declining to consider the offer and/or (iii) Defendants failed to exercise

proper oversight over USSF leadership in connection with these matters.

76. This recent indication of the USSF's lack of interest in seeking or pursuing

alternative marketing opportunities presented outside of the MLS-SUM-USSF framework is by

no means the first time that the USSF, with support from and/or lack of adequate oversight

exercised by the Board, has abused its power in order to secure the benefits of valuable

marketing opportunities for MLS to the exclusion of the NASL and other non-MLS-affiliated

members of the USSF. Notably, the USSF awarded to high-profile MLS team owner and

longstanding MLS stakeholder, the late Lamar Hunt, the right to house the U.S. Soccer Hall of

Fame in the Frisco, Texas stadium which also serves as the home stadium to Hunt's MLS

franchise, FC Dallas. Although the NASL understands that numerous other parties were

interested in competing to house the Hall of Fame, the USSF never opened the project to any

form of competitive bidding-instead unilaterally awarding the rights (and resultant profits) in

this USSF asset to the MLS franchise group which Mr. Hunt formed and which now cross-

markets the Hall of Fame attractions with its MLS franchise.

77. Similarly, the USSF, with the support of and/or lack of adequate oversight

exercised by the Board, has caused the overwhelming majority of U.S. National Team games
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played in the United States to be hosted in MLS stadia-even though demonstrably better venues

were available to seat more fans at lower ticket prices which would have better promoted the

growth and enjoyment of soccer in the United States. For example, one recent National Team

game was played before a quickly sold out audience at the MLS-controlled Red Bulls Arena

when there was sufficient demand to occupy the neighboring and nearly four-times larger Met

Life Stadium-which would have permitted a larger overall gate, lower per person ticket prices,

and greater overall fan engagement. Yet, as usual, the USSF granted the right to host the game

to an MLS facility so that the game would further enrich MLS and further entrench MLS

infrastructure in the minds of fans as the "top
level"

soccer infrastructure in the United States.

78. Unsurprisingly, the structure of the USSF Board and its voting procedures have

also evolved to ensure the perpetuation of a platform conducive to advancing the interests of

MLS to the exclusion of any potentially competing men's professional league. Thus, the

constitution and voting formulae of the Board's Professional Council ensure that it is completely

dominated by the interests of MLS. Specifically, during the relevant period, the relative voting

power of each professional team was a function of its divisional standing-with Division I (i.e.,

MLS) standing carrying by far the greatest weight, at least four times that of each NASL team

such that MLS held more than 57% of the Professional Council's voting power and eight

delegates to overwhelm the single delegate selected to represent the interests of the NASL. This

self-serving and overwhelming concentration of voting power in the hands of MLS was proposed

by none other than Board member and MLS Commissioner, Defendant Garber, and resulted in

MLS having the power to control all decisions of the Professional Council including

recommendations made by the Professional Council to the USSF Board regarding the divisional

status of the NASL and the casting of Pro Council votes in USSF presidential elections.
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Consistent with this pattern of MLS domination, the USSF confirmed in January 2018 that MLS

delegates would control a majority of Pro Council votes in the February 2018 USSF presidential

election-virtually guaranteeing that Garber's favored candidate (SUM CEO, Kathy Carter)

would receive the Pro Council's roughly 14% of the total vote.

USSF'S SYSTEMICALLY DEFICIENT RESPONSES TO CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

79. As detailed above, the conflicts of interest permeating the USSF Board and its

governance of professional soccer are numerous and glaring. Nevertheless, the Board has

obstinately refused to take customary and prudent steps to eliminate longstanding conflicts of

interest which poison the Board's professional league decision-making processes.

80. In fact, the USSF's approach to conflicts of interest on its Board during the

relevant period has been harshly criticized by third-party scholars and commentators. For

example, Professor Roger Pielke, Jr., the founder and chair of the Sports Governance Center in

the Department of Athletics at the University of Colorado, Boulder, singled out the USSF in May

2016 as a governing body whose conflicts policies require significant changes. Among other

critiques, Professor Pielke wrote that the USSF "should transition the role played by its CEO and

board in evaluating possible conflicts to an independent Ethics
Committee"

(in other words, it

doesn't pass muster for the Board to
"monitor"

itself for its own conflicts), "there needs to be a

comprehensive independent evaluation of the mixing of non-profit and for-profit activities that

occur under the umbrella of US Soccer[,]"
and there should be "greater transparency in U.S.

soccer conflict of interest
policies."

81. Professor Pielke further explained that the USSF's approach to conflicts of

interest during the relevant period "depart[ed] from best practices in three important
respects"

because (i) only the CEO and the Board were required to evaluate conflicts (ii) affiliated member

entities like MLS were completely excused from the conflicts policy, and (iii) the USSF was not

I
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mildly"

transparent about publicly disclosing potential conflicts of interest within its leadership.

Contrary to best practices, Professor Pielke also observed that the USSF suffers from "a

longstanding culture that has eschewed independent
oversight[,]"

that the "actual inter-related

workings of SUM, MLS and US Soccer are opaque, to put it mildly
"

and that the USSF Board's

"mixing of business interests and non-profit sports governance is a recipe for disaster.
"

82. Indeed, and apparently cognizant of this proverbial "recipe for
disaster,"

CONCACAF-the FIFA regional governing body for North and Central America and the

Caribbean-concluded that Defendant Gulati's ability to govern is compromised and conflicted

by his association with SUM, even though Gulati and the USSF Board continue to turn a blind

eye to this conflict-a conflict which, as further explained below, has now resulted in the

purposeful and systematic marginalization of the NASL.

83. Instead of addressing these fundamental governance flaws with meaningful

reform, in recent years, President Gulati substantially obstructed efforts within the Board to

revise its approach to the sorts of conflicts of interest which have resulted in the USSF

improperly favoring MLS and SUM over the interests of other member organizations such as the

NASL. For example, minutes from a March 3, 2017 Board meeting reflect that a certain Board

member "proposed that the Conflicts of Interest Policy adopted over 20 years ago be reviewed

by the legal
department[,]"

but Gulati swiftly moved to deflect attention from this clearly

obsolete and ineffectual policy by vaguely suggesting that it had been deemed sufficient "by

[outside counsel] Latham & Watkins within the last two
years."

84. This purposeful avoidance of any revision to the conflicts policy persisted for

several additional months. As of the June 8, 2017 Board meeting, the "proposed revision [to] the

conflict of interest
policy"

still "needed revision before it could be presented to the
Board"

and
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no new conflict screens or policies were implemented to prevent Defendants from taking further

actions deleterious to the NASL (or other USSF members).

85. Moreover, while an amended conflicts of interest policy finally appears to have

been ratified at the same September 1, 2017 Board meeting at which the Board voted to de-

sanction the NASL, any formalistic changes introduced by that pretextual and ineffectual policy

clearly did not prevent influential and conflicted directors from dominating the September 1,

2017 Board vote. Quite the contrary, conflicts of interest
"policies"

aside, throughout the

relevant period Defendants Garber and Gulati have clearly broadcast the fact that they will not

tolerate-and, in fact, will harshly retaliate against-any public challenge to or criticism of their

self-interested positions in presenting MLS as the preeminent professional league in U.S. soccer.

86. Thus, when Jürgen Klinsmann, the then-current U.S. Men's National Team coach

famously suggested in late 2014 and early 2015 that (i) certain national team players might better

develop their skills by playing abroad as opposed to playing for MLS clubs and, most tellingly

for present purposes, that (ii) MLS was not necessarily a stronger competitive league than the

NASL, Garber angrily threatened during a public conference call that he would "do anything and

everything to defend our league, our players and our
owners[.]"

87. Garber then further revealed that he would call upon Gulati to reinforce this

message against anyone who might dare to criticize the MLS in any way: "I have sent a very

strong letter to Sunil . . . Sunil is one of my closest friends. The partnership with them has led to

the league we have today. I am confident he will understand and accept the severity of what is

happening here and ensure that our [national team coach] is in line with the vision [Sunil] has

publicly
stated"

"because we can't try to denigrate or damage or disparage the very entity [i.e.,

MLS] that will be the key driver of the sport in this
country."
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we'

88. Garber concluded his rant against the U.S. Men's National Team coach by stating

that "I am demanding that he refrain from making comments which are critical of [MLS] players

and damaging to our
league."

89. Eventually, in November 2016, the USSF fired Mr. Klinsmann as National Team

coach and replaced him with Bruce Arena, who had been employed throughout the preceding 8

seasons as general manager and head coach of the MLS franchise, the LA Galaxy. After being

appointed National Team coach, Arena openly stated that he would not use his position to send a

supportive message to potential investors on behalf of the NASL or any of its individual owners,

instead seizing the opportunity to publicly disparage the NASL and to state his reluctance to

permit any NASL players to represent U.S. Soccer on the Men's National Team. Arena's

disparagement of the NASL also echoed the direct statement of Defendant Cordeiro to NASL

interim league commissioner, Rishi Sehgal, during an Annual General Meeting of the USSF in

Hawaii that "you know re not going to help
you"

in connection with any sanctioning or

development opportunities for the NASL.

90. On October 10, 2017, the Arena-coached U.S. Men's National Team failed to

qualify for the 2018 FIFA World Cup-the first time since the inception of MLS that the Men's
Men'

National Team has failed to qualify for world soccer's marquee event.

91. Thus, while Gulati's, Garber's, and the USSF's overbearing and self-serving

agenda has clearly enriched MLS and solidified
Defendants'
Defendants control of U.S. professional soccer,

it has failed to advance the USSF's stated mission of successfully developing the sport of soccer

in the United States.

92. Nevertheless, substantially the same message previously delivered to the former

U.S. Men's National Team coach is now being delivered menacingly to the NASL by way of
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punitive divisional sanctioning determinations-namely, get behind MLS or get out of the way,

permanently, regardless of what your league might do to promote and develop quality

professional soccer in the United States.

93. This message-that no form of resistance to the MLS-driven agenda of Gulati's

USSF will be tolerated-was similarly reinforced by
Defendants'

initial response to any credible

challenge to President Gulati's authority, a response which plainly mirrored
Defendants'

reaction

to the NASL's open challenge to MLS supremacy. Specifically, on September 1, 2017, the same

day that Defendants voted to revoke the NASL's Division II sanction, Defendants responded to

information that candidates would run against Gulati for the role of USSF President by abruptly

changing the nominating criteria for presidential candidates. Such arbitrary and heavy-handed

tactics are telling-despite the fact that the Men's National Team's subsequent failure to qualify

for the 2018 FIFA World Cup ultimately caused Gulati to withdraw his candidacy for yet another

term as USSF President-because these tactics mimicked
Defendants'

conduct in repeatedly

changing the criteria for Division I sanctioning whenever the NASL threatened the dominant

position of MLS as the sole Division I league.

The USSF's Sanctioning of Professional Soccer Leagues in the U.S.

94. Among its many duties in connection with the promotion of soccer in the United

States at every level, the USSF has assumed responsibility for determining whether officially

recognized domestic professional soccer leagues are to be classified as Division I, Division II or

Division III. Nothing, however, requires the USSF to administer a rigidly tiered, multi-division

professional league system.

95. Under the existing USSF professional league structure-and in contrast to both

published FIFA standards and nearly ubiquitous international federation standards-professional

soccer leagues in the United States operate as closed systems. In other words, the professional
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divisional sanctioning status of a team or league changes only with the issuance of periodic,

league-wide sanctioning determinations and does not adjust to reflect annual or semi-annual

performance results. Therefore, the only possibility for the elevation of a second-tier league such

as the NASL to Division I status-or even to continue to operate as a Division II league-is by

USSF flat.

96. Effectively, and in stark contrast to other national federations around the world,

the USSF has improperly usurped for itself alone the power to determine at what level individual

professional clubs-regardless of sporting merit-are permitted to compete. The USSF uses that

power to ensure that no one can play at the top level other than teams that MLS allows to play in

its league and who pay MLS an entry fee of approximately $150 million which benefits MLS

and SUM to the exclusion of the NASL.

Defendants'
Arbitrary And Unreasonable Enforcement Of Division Standards To Destroy

The Independent Growth Prospects Of The NASL

97. The USSF and its Board promulgate the Division Standards which constitute

professional league divisional sanctioning criteria whose history calls to mind the worst

examples of political gerrymandering.

98. In effect, the Division Standards have been consistently redrawn and selectively

enforced to ensure that (i) MLS enjoys unchallenged Division I supremacy (ii) the USL benefits

from steady protected growth in concert with MLS, and (iii) under no circumstances does the

NASL or any other member ever directly challenge MLS. Now, most recently, on September 1,

2017, these
"standards"

were strictly and arbitrarily enforced-but only against the NASL-to

force the NASL into either extinction or a coercive merger with the USL on terms which are

favorable to certain
Defendants'

interests in promoting MLS but destructive to both the NASL

and the interests of U.S. soccer development as a whole.
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99. To appreciate the manifold reasons why this most recent divisional sanctioning

determination breached
Defendants'
Defendants fiduciary duties to the NASL and, indeed, all USSF

members interested in the growth and development of professional soccer in the United States,

one must understand the contorted and disingenuous history of the Division Standards, whose

purpose has always been to shield MLS from competition.

100. Also instructive are the overt actions taken and/or lack of proper oversight

exercised by the Board throughout the year prior to this determination to engineer the demise of

the NASL by coercing its clubs to merge into the USL.

101. Lastly, the Board has steadfastly failed to follow anything approaching a

reasonable process for arriving at its determination to flatly deny Division II sanctioning to the

NASL while granting the USL an opportunity to remain at Division II level merely by

submitting a vague plan for future compliance with the standards.

1. The USSF And Its Board Have Consistently, Purposefully,
And Prejudicially Escalated Arbitrary Division Standards

With The Intention Of Frustrating The NASL's Ability To

Grow And Compete With MLS.

102. To promote its interests in the growth of MLS and the marketing of MLS-related

products, the USSF and its Board have routinely increased threshold requirements for Division I

standing to ensure that-regardless of the objective condition of MLS or rival leagues-only the

MLS can possibly be deemed to satisfy the criteria for Division I sanctioning.

103. Thus, whenever the NASL appeared on the cusp of satisfying existing Division I

standards, the USSF and its Board arbitrarily raised those standards to levels which even MLS

did not strictly satisfy or at least did not satisfy throughout most of its growth and development

period as a sanctioned Division I league.
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104. Defendant Gulati has acknowledged that the practice of implementing unexpected

new standards subsequent to club
owners'

substantial investments in a league is "fraught with

peril,"
stating: "[w]hen people enter, whether it's into USL or NASL or MLS or any other league

we might have here, under one set of rules, to change those rules by a third party-in this case a

governing body, admittedly-I think is fraught with
peril."

105. Yet, changing the rules applicable to the NASL's divisional sanctioning is

precisely what the USSF and its Board have done, time and again-first to prevent the NASL

from competing on a level playing field with MLS and, in early September 2017, to force the

NASL into either extinction or a hasty merger on unfavorable terms with the MLS-backed

development league, the USL.

106. By way of background, shortly before MLS began its first season, the USSF

adopted a set of "Professional Outdoor League
Standards"

for men's Division I soccer leagues

which only MLS could satisfy (the "1995 Division Standards").
Standards"

Among other things, the 1995

Division Standards required that any Division I league have: (i) "at least 10
teams,"

§ I(A) (the

"Number of
Teams"

requirement) (ii) "U.S.-based teams located in at least 3 different time

Zones,"
§ II(A) (the "Time

Zones"
requirement) (iii) "75 percent of the league's

teams"
playing

on "surfaces of at least 70 yards by 110
yards,"

§ II(D) (the "Playing
Surfaces"

requirement) and

(iv) "75 percent of the league's teams . . . in metropolitan markets of at least 1,000,000
persons,"

§ II(C) (the "Market
Size"

requirement).

107. In 2008, the USSF promulgated revised Standards (the "2008 Division

Standards")
Standards"

which modified the Time Zones requirement for Division I to provide that a league

must have "U.S.-based teams located in at least 3 different time zones in the continental United

States,"
§ II(A)(i).
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108. The modern iteration of the NASL was then founded in 2009. As noted above,

the NASL soon declared its intention to compete at the top level of men's professional soccer

with its unique and internally competitive business model. In response, the USSF and MLS set

about to consistently and incrementally raise the Professional Outdoor League Standards to

ensure that only MLS could achieve a Division I sanction, thereby relegating other leagues, such

as the NASL, to "minor
league"

status.

109. After the NASL had secured a Division II sanction in 2012, the NASL continued

its effective expansion and competed successfully against MLS teams in the Lamar Hunt U.S.

Open Cup-which presents a rare opportunity for certain NASL teams to compete on a one-off

basis against clubs from MLS and other professional leagues. Yet, as soon as the NASL

appeared poised to satisfy the 2008 Division Standards, the USSF reacted, in February 2014, by

again raising the Professional League Standards to preclude the NASL from moving up to

Division I to challenge MLS, as discussed below. In so doing, the USSF denied the NASL any

opportunity to reap the additional financial rewards and sponsor opportunities associated with

"major
league"

competition. Simply put, this continual revising of the Division Standards has

created a moving target arbitrarily designed for the sole purpose of outpacing the NASL's rate of

expansion so as to keep Division I status (and, thus, all threats to MLS preeminence) forever out

of the NASL's reach.

110. It was at about that time that Defendant Garber proclaimed at the 2012 National

Council Meeting that "Soccer United Marketing is the engine that feeds a lot of this
machine"

of

ongoing commercial growth in U.S. professional soccer, and Defendant Gulati similarly

emphasized that "the extraordinarily good relationship we have - from my view, probably the
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best in the world - between the Federation and its professional
leagues"

was critical to the

USSF's intended development of U.S. soccer with an emphasis on the success of MLS.

111. In hindsight, the motivation for the USSF's harsh decree was as clear as it was

conflicted-the NASL would be excluded from Division I to allow the Board to further enshrine

the unfairly protected status of MLS as the exclusive Division I league.

112. Undaunted, the NASL continued its dogged development towards satisfaction of

contemporary Division I standards-only to witness the USSF and its Board further revise and

publish even more exacting requirements, the 2014 Division Standards,
"standards"

which

remain in force today. These more onerous 2014 Division Standards require-in addition to the

arbitrary existing Division I Stadium Capacity requirement of at least 15,000 seats for each

stadium-that each men's Division I professional league have (i) "a minimum of 12 teams to

apply"
and, "[b]y year three, . . . a minimum of 14

teams"
(§ II(a)(i)) (ii) "U.S.-based teams . . .

in at least the Eastern, Central and Pacific time zones in the continental United
States"

(§ II(b)(i)) and (iii) "[p]laying surfaces for all
teams"

that are "at least 70 yards by 110 yards and

[]
FIFA-approved"

(§ I(b)(ii)(2)) (emphases added).

113. At about the time that these new standards were promulgated, Defendant Gulati

spoke at the 2013 National Council Meeting about his and Defendant Garber's incestuous

relationship in working to jointly promote the interests of MLS by acting through USSF

initiatives, confirming that "Don [Garber] and I have an extraordinarily good personal and

professional relationship. We talk probably more often than our spouses think we
should."

114. Simply put, MLS and the USSF were (and remain) openly in cahoots, and the

"standards"
they developed, and the USSF Board approved, were arbitrary and purposefully

harmful to the NASL. Notably, MLS has been permitted to develop under far less demanding
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Number of Teams requirements from 1995 until 2014, thereby permitting it to establish a

Division I foothold before ever satisfying the restrictive new standards imposed on the NASL.

No such lifeline was ever extended to the NASL.

115. Still, despite these flagrant attempts to impede the NASL, the NASL pressed on in

its efforts to compete with MLS and obtain Division I status. By mid-2015, the NASL had

publicly declared its intention to expand into the Pacific Time Zone and was in active

discussions with various West Coast and Puerto Rican ownership groups.

116. Throughout this period, the NASL continued to compete gamely against MLS

clubs, winning numerous matches against MLS clubs in the Lamar Hunt U.S. Open Cup.

117. On May 31, 2015, the NASL submitted an application for Division I sanctioning

asserting that it satisfied all reasonable and enforceable Division Standards, and requesting

waivers from additional, arbitrary standards which it could not satisfy-much as MLS itself

previously had sought and obtained many waivers from the standards. Although the NASL

requested permission to join Division I as early as the 2016 season, the USSF and its Board

refused and, yet again, the USSF threatened to raise its
"standards"

to exclude the NASL from

top-level competition and concomitant sponsor and revenue opportunities.

118. Thus, although the NASL's formal Division I application to the USSF had

explained that "[w]e believe that, given the opportunity to grow without the Division II label,

NASL and NASL clubs will be able to contribute even more to the growth of soccer in North

America[,]"
the USSF and its Board yet again elected to prioritize the promotion of their own

interests and/or, with respect to certain Board members, the interests of insiders to whom they

were beholden, in the advancement of MLS over the growth of soccer in the United States,

contrary to the stated corporate purpose of the USSF.

I
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Proposal"

119. Continuing to ratchet up
"standards"

for no reason other than to shield MLS, on

June 24, 2015, the USSF circulated a new set of proposed revisions to the Division Standards

(the "2015 Proposal"), which, if implemented, would be virtually impossible for the NASL to

satisfy. The USSF also informed the NASL that it would delay considering its Division I

application while the 2015 Proposal was under review by the USSF.

120. The 2015 Proposal aimed to (again) increase the Number of Teams requirement to

"a minimum of sixteen
teams,"

§ II(a)(i), and to increase the Market Size requirement so that "75

percent of the league's teams must play in metropolitan markets of at least 2,000,000
persons"

(§ II(b)(ii)). These proposed revisions were by no means necessary to the health of the NASL as

a competitive league but they were certainly unattainable. Strict enforcement of these

"standards"
would also be antithetical to the USSF's purpose of promoting soccer, as the failure

to field 16 teams hardly justifies the eradication of a slightly reduced number of otherwise viable

and competitive teams.

121. Indeed, the 2015 Proposal's increase of the Number of Teams requirement to 16

was clearly aimed at keeping Division I status out of the NASL's reach. The USSF left the

Number of Teams requirement at 10 for nearly two decades of MLS's head start growth period

ranging from 1995 until 2014. During most of that period, the Division I MLS had only 10 to 12

teams. In 2014, the USSF raised the Number of Teams requirement from 10 to 12, with a

"minimum of 14
teams"

by "year
three."

Yet, in 2015-before "year
three"

had ever arrived

the USSF was already proposing to increase the minimum to 16. Nothing changed between 2014

and 2015 that would legitimately explain raising the Number of Teams requirement still further.

Rather, the only plausible explanation for the proposed change is that the NASL had achieved

the 12-team requirement and-absent some further, arbitrary and devastating escalation of
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threshold Division I requirements-would pose a substantial threat to dominant Board
members'

interests in the promotion of MLS.

122. After sitting on the NASL's Division I application for over nine months with no

action, and proposing to drastically increase the Division I standards under the 2015 Proposal,

the USSF advised the NASL, on March 10, 2016, that the Board had decided to deny the

NASL's Division I application. The USSF based this pretextual denial on the
"fact"

that the

NASL did not satisfy the arbitrary Stadium Capacity and Time Zones requirements-even

though the MLS also recently had failed to satisfy the Stadium Capacity requirement and despite

the fact that the NASL included a Canadian club which the USSF arbitrarily refused to consider

for purposes of satisfying the Time Zones requirement.

123. Moreover, as described in more detail below and further reflecting the arbitrary

and unreasonable nature of the Division Standards, there is an obvious tension between the

Number of Teams and Time Zones requirements, on the one hand, and the Stadium Capacity

requirement, on the other hand. There are limited numbers of large stadia, so the greater the

number of teams and geographic areas required by the Division Standards, the harder it will be to

place all teams in large stadia-particularly when first priority already went to protected MLS

franchises in many of the same metropolitan areas.

124. The USSF's history of escalating the Division Standards to protect its interests in

MLS by purposefully stunting the growth and promotion of any potential competing Division I

league is summarized in the following chart:
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Summary of the USSF's Escalation of the Division I Standards

to Preclude the NASL from Competing with MLS

1995 Division 2008 Division 2014 Division Standards 2015 Proposal for

Standards for Standards for for Division I Division I

Division I Division I (i.e., the current (i.e., the last proposed

standards) standards)

§ I(A): "[A]t least 10 § I(A)(i): "[M]inimum § II(a)(i): "[M]inimum of § II(a)(i): "[M]inimum of
teams."

10
teams" 12 teams to apply. By sixteen (16)

teams."

year three, . . . a minimum

of 14 teams."

§ II(A): "U.S.-based § II(A)(i): "U.S.-based § II(b)(i): "U.S.-based § II(b)(i): "U.S.-based

teams located in at least teams located in at least teams must be located in teams must be located in

3 different time
zones"

3 different time zones at least the Eastern, at least three different

in the continental Central and Pacific time time zones in the

United
States"

zones in the continental continental United

United
States." States."

§ II(D): "75 percent of § II(D)(iii): "75 percent § I(b)(ii)(2): "Playing § I(b)(ii)(2): "Playing
the league's teams . . . of playing surfaces surfaces for all teams must surfaces for all teams

with playing surfaces of must be at least 70 be at least 70 yards by 110 must be at least 70 yards

at least 70 yards by 110 yards by 110
yards"

yards and be by 110 yards and be
yards." FIFA-approved." FIFA-

approved."

§ II(C): "75 percent of § II(C)(i): "75 percent § II(b)(ii): "75 percent of § II(b)(ii): "75 percent of

the league's teams . . . of the league's teams . . the league's teams . . . in the league's teams . . . in

in metropolitan markets . in metropolitan metropolitan markets of at metropolitan markets of

of at least 1,000,000 markets of at least least 1,000,000
persons."

at least 2,000,000
persons."

1,000,000
persons." persons."

N/A N/A § II(c)(ii): "[P]rincipal § II(c)(ii): "[P]rincipal
owner" with an owner" with an

"individual net worth of at "individual net worth of

least forty million US at least forty million US
dollars" dollars"

N/A N/A § II(c)(ii): "[C]ombined §II(c)(ii): "[C]ombined

[owner] net worth of at [owner] net worth of at

least seventy million US least eighty million US
dollars"ollars" dollars"ollars"
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2. The Division Standards Have Purposefully Imposed

Unreasonable Growth Targets On Division H Leagues.

125. The 2014 Division I Standards also provide that "[a]ll league stadiums must have

a minimum seating capacity of
15,000"

(§ II(b)(iii)(2)) (the "Stadium
Capacity"

requirement).

Yet, it is widely understood that market entrants seeking to compete at the top-tier of

professional soccer, such as the NASL, initially suffer from severely limited venue options,

particularly in markets where MLS clubs are entrenched. Typically, existing stadia are already

taken and public officials are extremely reluctant to assume the investment risk of building for

the "minor
leagues."

126. Indeed, NASL clubs in Florida, Texas, and New York all encountered outspoken

public opposition to new stadium projects which were necessary to the long-term satisfaction of

Division Standards. In each instance, the USSF and the U.S. National Team organizations have

failed to come forward with a supportive message for the NASL to present to local governments

and potential investors-instead sitting idly by as the NASL scrambles to overcome these

roadblocks.

127. This lack of support is particularly galling given the salient fact that even the

Division I MLS required years of steady, protected development before it could satisfy this

oppressive Stadium Capacity requirement. In fact, the MLS did not satisfy the Stadium Capacity

requirement at any point from the founding of the NASL in 2009 until 2015, when MLS's San

Jose Earthquakes relocated from the 10,500 seat Buck Shaw Stadium to a new venue.

128. In stark contrast to its treatment of the NASL, the USSF freely waived the

Stadium Capacity requirement for MLS to remain in Division I, again evidencing its clear and

grossly unfair favoritism towards MLS.
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3. The USSF Has Selectively Granted and Denied Waivers From

the Division Standards In An Effort to Force All Division II

Clubs Into The USL.

129. Not only are the Division Standards themselves arbitrary, but the USSF has

unreasonably and arbitrarily refused to grant the NASL certain waivers from the enforcement of

these standards when substantially similar or more lenient waivers for MLS and the USL have

been routinely granted. In each instance, this conduct has been (i) calculated by dominant Board

members to harm the NASL's financial interests while furthering those Board
members'

conflicted interests in non-party commercial entities such as MLS and SUM and/or (ii) approved

by Board members who are beholden to conflicted directors and who acquiesced in rigged voting

processes without due consideration of relevant information.

130. A foreboding and ominous recent illustration of the Board's simultaneous

favoritism of MLS and sabotage of the NASL was its determination, in March 2016, to elevate

the MLS-aligned
"USL"

to provisional Division II status for the 2017 season (at a time when

USL chief executive, Papadakis, occupied a seat on the Board) while granting only
"provisional"

Division II status to the longstanding Division II NASL. This transparent ploy to drive as many

Division II clubs into Papadakis's USL as possible weakened the NASL both economically and

with respect to its ability to satisfy future Division Standards such as Number of Teams and

Time Zones requirements. Ultimately, this move to elevate the USL while placing the NASL's

status on standby would prove to be part and parcel of the USSF Board's design to sanction only

the USL as a Division II men's league (in January 2018) after decimating the NASL and driving

as many of its clubs as possible into the USL by voting to revoke the NASL's Division II

sanction on September 1, 2017.

131. Tellingly, Defendant Malik-aware of the scheme to promote the USL-caused

his North Carolina FC team to defect from the NASL shortly after the September 1, 2017 Board
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vote, mere months after Defendant Garber hand-picked him to sit on the Board which Garber and

Gulati dominate. Thus, Malik determined to exit the NASL to join the USL months before the

USL officially received its Division II sanction in January 2018. Upon information and belief,

Malik pursued opportunities for his team to join either MLS or the USL at least as early as the

time when the USL received a provisional Division II sanction for the 2017 season. Thus, Malik

was already covertly courting Garber and Papadakis to ensure a soft landing for Malik's disloyal

NASL franchise when Garber selected Malik to join the other conflicted Defendants on the

Board.

132. Further indicating
Defendants'

bad faith and/or failure to exercise due care in

seeking to dismantle the NASL by causing its member teams to defect, although the departures

of NASL teams in North Carolina, Edmonton, and San Francisco were covered by legally

binding confidentiality agreements, Defendant Gulati publicly disclosed his role in facilitating

these departures by referencing each of them in court documents filed by the USSF in October

2017 in a federal court action pending in the Eastern District of New York.

133. The USL is a historically
"lower"

sanctioned professional league which, until

2017, operated for several seasons under a Division III sanction from the USSF.

134. The USL's structure contrasts markedly from that of the NASL, as the USL is run

by a single ownership group, NuRock Soccer Holdings, LLC ("NuRock"), which is co-owned by

Papadakis (who sat on the USSF Board from 2015-2017, during which time he participated in

policy determinations of the Board affecting the divisional sanctioning of professional leagues,

including MLS, the NASL, and the USL). As the USL's CEO, Papadakis dominates league

operations alongside company Chairman, Rob Hoskins. Together, they own and manage the

league's affairs while charging significant league entrance fees to new team owners who assume
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the status of franchisees holding licenses to certain league-related rights which are licensed to

them under onerous terms by NuRock, which exercises dominant control over all significant

aspects of the business and affairs of each USL team.

135. In short, the USL structure is anathema to most NASL team owners who have

invested heavily in a free enterprise system intended to grow and promote professional soccer

through vigorous and salutary competition.

136. Also, unlike the NASL, the USL (which, as noted above, now includes Defendant

Malik and his former NASL club based in North Carolina) has become closely aligned with

MLS, and the league includes a number of MLS "feeder"
or

"farm"
teams, none of which present

any challenge to the Division I supremacy of MLS. Meanwhile, Papadakis has admitted publicly

to having no desire for his USL league to threaten MLS's perch atop U.S. professional soccer's

catbird seat, stating: "There's no aspect of our business plan that had us competing with Major

League Soccer or trying to become their
rival."

137. Thus, whereas Defendants who have dominated the Board view the NASL as a

competitor and a threat to the advancement of their own interests in the growth of MLS, they

view the USL as a strategic development partner for the MLS. Notably, that partnership

developed substantially during the 2015-2017 period when Alec Papadakis sat on the Board and

enjoyed unfettered access to Defendants such as Gulati and Garber who have consistently

determined to advance and protect USL interests to the detriment of the NASL.

138. To carry out its plan of strong-arming NASL clubs into defecting to the USL, the

Board employed a strategy of selectively granting and denying waivers. Thus, when the NASL

re-applied for Division II status for 2017, it sought a waiver from the Division
Standards'
Standards

requirement that it "have a minimum of 12
teams"

(§ IV.a.i), which was necessitated by the
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exodus of NASL clubs which had already occurred as a result of longstanding efforts by the

USSF, MLS, and the USL to deny Division I or II sanctioning to the NASL.

139. Similarly, the NASL requested a waiver from the requirement that "[a]t least 75

percent of the league's teams must play in metropolitan markets of at least 750,000
persons"

(§ IV.b.ii), as the departure of several NASL clubs had left the NASL temporarily unable to

satisfy this metric.

140. The NASL also requested a waiver from the requirement that each club's

"principal owner must have an individual net worth of at least twenty million US dollars"

(§ IV.c.ii), because one of its clubs was in the process of switching ownership groups.

141. The three waivers sought by the NASL for the 2017 season were similar to

numerous waivers that the USSF had freely granted to professional soccer leagues over the

years.

142. Despite the USSF's long history of routinely granting similar waivers to leagues

such as MLS, the Board abruptly changed course and refused to grant the NASL the necessary

waivers from the Division Standards for full sanctioning in Division II. Instead, the Board only

granted the NASL "provisional"
Division II sanctioning, with the implicit threat that the NASL

might soon lose its Division II sanctioning.

143. The Board's recent, arbitrary action in not extending the NASL's Division II

status is not only inconsistent with prior waivers of Division Standards but is also incompatible

with Defendant Gulati's prior calls for "long-term
investment"

and predictability in Division II

professional soccer. Speaking in January 2010, Gulati explained the need for "investors who

understand that [Division II professional soccer] is a long-term investment, a long-term business

model."
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144. Yet, apparently that
"long-term"

leniency was only intended for the MLS-aligned

USL. To wit, the Board showed its cards by simultaneously granting the USL (historically a

Division III league) provisional Division II sanctioning for 2017 at the same time that it declined

to fully sanction the NASL in March 2016-thereby elevating the MLS's reserve league from

Division III while substantially eroding the NASL's future security as even a Division II league.

This set the table for the USSF and Defendants to deny the NASL Division II status for 2018

while apparently continuing the USL's Division II status at least through the 2018 and 2019

seasons-thereby freezing the NASL out of any reasonably competitive position in the U.S.

professional soccer landscape.

145. Although the USSF has not made public what waivers the Board granted to the

USL in promoting it to Division II status for the 2017 season (nor what waivers it will continue

to grant for the next two seasons), it is clear that those waivers were numerous. For example,

during the 2017 season, the USL included at least eight clubs that required Stadium Capacity

waivers (for the Division II requirement of stadia with at least 5,000 seats-substantially less

than the Division I requirement), whereas all of the NASL's clubs satisfied the Division II

Stadium Capacity requirement for the 2017 season.

146. As explained below, the effect of the Board's selective enforcement of Division

Standards has been to facilitate the efforts of the USL to steal a market for Division II

professional soccer which was effectively developed by the NASL-but from which the NASL

will now be arbitrarily excluded absent swift relief from the Court.

4. The USSF Seeks To Coerce The Migration Of NASL Teams To

The USL Through Its Threatened Enforcement Of Arbitrary
And Unfair Division Standards.

147. In the months prior to provisionally sanctioning the USL as a second Division II

league for the 2017 season, and in an apparent effort to nudge NASL teams into the USL, the
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USSF, without proper oversight by the Board, undertook an overt course of action designed to

hasten the migration of NASL teams into the USL. These events confirm that the USSF's

ultimate sanctioning and waiver decisions in 2017 were, in fact, aimed at replacing the NASL

with the USL as the sole Division II league and destroying the NASL name and league structure.

148. On or about September 22, 2016, Defendant Gulati summoned the leaders of all

of the professional leagues to a meeting at which he admonished them to "be
stable,"

clearly

implying that the USSF desired to effect the removal of any competitive threat to the existing

divisional hierarchy within which MLS has always sat at the top, ordinarily above a single

subordinate Division II league.

149. On the morning of that meeting, Sports Illustrated had reported that two NASL

clubs in Tampa Bay and Ottawa would soon defect to the USL. At the meeting, Gulati jumped at

the opportunity to encourage further defections from the NASL to the USL by intimating that he

expected one of the leagues to disappear in the near future, leaving one of the three professional

division tiers empty.

150. Gulati then encouraged NASL-USL merger discussions and engaged in

unsuccessful shuttle diplomacy between the two leagues in an effort to further his scheme to

eliminate the NASL.

151. Gulati also overtly threatened the NASL's future sustainability at that time by

insinuating that a loss of teams could later be grounds to deny the NASL Division II status for

the 2018 season-even if the NASL retained its Division II sanction for the 2017 season which

Gulati appeared increasingly reluctant to permit. Thus, by encouraging teams to migrate from

the NASL into the USL or MLS prior to the 2017 season, Gulati acted as USSF President and

I
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through the Board he dominates to hasten the NASL's likely demise following the USSF's

capricious divisional sanctioning determinations for the 2018 season.

152. Shortly thereafter, Gulati and USL co-owner (and then-Board member),

Papadakis, attended the November 2016 NASL board meeting to again encourage NASL teams

to migrate to the USL-further signaling the USSF's support for this process of bleeding the

NASL.

153. But, at that time, Papadakis continued to demand large entrance fee payments and

acquiescence to other onerous franchise agreement terms to join the USL which proved to be

decisive stumbling blocks for most NASL owners at that time.

154. Thereafter, at a December 5, 2016 USSF meeting, Papadakis and the USL

continued to court NASL teams, but the USL entrance fees remained a sticking point, inhibiting

the ability of the USSF and the USL to pick apart the NASL.

155. At the same time that controlling directors on the Board and the USL sought to

divert key NASL club assets to the USL, the USSF and MLS-aligned SUM sought to completely

eradicate perhaps the most publicly recognizable (and, therefore, threatening) asset of the entire

NASL-the New York Cosmos, the NASL's most iconic franchise. Specifically, in late 2016,

SUM made a $5 million cash offer to purchase all assets and intellectual property rights of the

New York Cosmos for the stated purpose of killing the team by ceasing all of its operations and

forever removing its name from the professional soccer landscape in the United States. In short,

it was worth at least $5 million to the parties directing the actions of SUM to remove the

perceived threat posed by the mere existence of the New York Cosmos.

156. However, on December 15, 2016, the conflicted Board
members'

plan to

dismantle the NASL and to destroy the New York Cosmos ahead of the 2017 season was dealt a
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significant blow when Rocco B. Commisso stepped in to purchase the New York Cosmos,

ensuring that the Cosmos and the NASL as a whole would field teams for the 2017 season.

157. To counter this unexpected development, the Board struck back at the NASL on

January 6, 2017, when the Board determined to provisionally sanction both the NASL and

Papadakis's USL as Division II leagues while continuing to methodically plot the dismantling of

the NASL ahead of the 2018 season. Because the USSF had historically sanctioned one-but

not two-Division II leagues, knowledgeable observers understood that the Board's unusual

2017 sanctioning determinations signaled the likely demotion or elimination in future years of

the NASL since the Board likely would not permit any sort of extended co-existence of the

NASL and the USL at Division II level. Indeed, less than one year later, acting through the

improper and contrived September 1, 2017 Board vote to de-sanction the NASL (and,

subsequently, the January 2018 Board vote to provide the USL with at least two additional years

to come into compliance with Division Standards for Division II), Defendants made good on the

Board's threat to replace the NASL at Division II level with a more MLS-friendly and, therefore,

USSF Board-friendly USL, controlled by former Board member Papadakis.

158. In fact, upon information and belief, Defendant Gulati was extremely dissatisfied

with the decision to sanction both the NASL and the USL at Division II level for the 2017

season. It had been Gulati's desire already to deny Division II sanctioning to the NASL ahead of

the 2017 season, but he was unable to swing the Board vote at that time. Subsequently, and

frustrated greatly by the 2017 season voting process, Gulati vowed to plan more carefully for,

and exercise far greater control over, the voting for the 2018 season divisional sanctioning.

Thus, leading up to the September 1, 2017 vote on the NASL's sanctioning, Gulati ensured that

he could control the outcome of the vote by, inter alia, restricting the information available for
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the voting directors to consider and carefully limiting the scope of the voting
members'

decisions.

159. Tellingly, when the NASL sought to make its presentation in New York City to

advocate for Division II sanctioning to USSF leadership, Gulati urged NASL team owners to

sign a memorandum of understanding ("MOU") with the USL (and then-Board member

Papadakis) governing terms for NASL teams to enter the USL. At that time, Gulati ominously

instructed the NASL owners that they should sign the agreement because the NASL would soon

cease to exist. When Papadakis and Gulati presented this MOU, only one NASL team owner

was accompanied by counsel. Uncomfortable with the terms then presented by Papadakis, the

NASL owners rejected the proposed agreement at that time.

5. The USSF Orchestrates The Destruction Of The NASL By

Unreasonably Refusing To Grant It Division H Sanctioning
For The 2018 Season.

160. When the NASL applied for re-sanctioning as a Division II league for 2018, it

sought only two waivers-fewer than it sought in 2017. First, the NASL requested a waiver

from exactly the same 12 team requirement as in 2017. Second, the NASL requested a waiver

from the Division II
standards'

requirement for clubs in "at least the Eastern, Central and Pacific

time
zones"

(§ IV.b.i), because it did not have a club in the Central Time Zone. The USSF had

repeatedly granted the NASL Division II status in prior years when the NASL did not have a

club in the Pacific Time Zone, and there was no legitimate explanation for the USSF changing

course and denying a waiver for 2018. Moreover, the requirement itself is arbitrary and

absurd-as reflected by the fact that none of the world's top five professional leagues have any

such requirement nor teams which would hypothetically permit compliance with such a

requirement. In fact, these premier professional leagues in England, France, Germany, Spain,

and Italy-which have achieved many multiples of the amount of commercial promotional
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success achieved by MLS-would fail to comply with an abundance of arbitrary USSF Division

Standards for Division I league status. These leagues collectively comprise 94 teams, 59 of

which play in cities with populations of less than 500,000 people (a far cry from the two-million-

person benchmark proposed by the USSF, a standard which a mere 13 teams in only 5 distinct

cities-London, Madrid, Paris, Rome, and Berlin-can satisfy).

161. The USSF memorialized the Board's September 1, 2017 decision in a one-page

September 3, 2017 letter denying the NASL's Division II application altogether, refusing to

grant any waivers, and refusing to grant even provisional Division II sanctioning-a decision

that likely will destroy the NASL in the imminent future, absent injunctive relief. Defendants

made this decision while (i) acting in their own self-interest (ii) being beholden to and unduly

swayed by conflicted Defendants and/or (iii) failing to ensure that they were adequately

informed, including with respect to the consequences of the decision.

162. The USSF purported to base the Board's determination on the assertion that the

"NASL was not able to provide the Board with assurances it would have greater than eight teams

for the 2018 season, a team in the central time zone, or any plan as to how it would come into

full compliance with the Federation's professional league
standards[.]"

163. These pretextual grounds for denying Division II sanctioning to the NASL do not

pass muster or satisfy any reasonable standard of care in the exercise of the USSF's and its

Board's duties to the NASL and the other members. Notably, the NASL had already

demonstrated that it would be increasing its number of clubs imminently, and the USSF itself

had proposed to do away with the arbitrary Central Time Zone requirement in its 2015 Proposal.

Indeed, toughening the Time Zones requirement was particularly nonsensical and unfair given
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the already-established footprint of professional soccer franchises across the United States in the

most important markets for commercial development.

164. Speaking at the 2017 National Council Meeting on March 4, 2017 (six months

before the USSF declined to extend the Division II status of the NASL), Defendant Gulati

summarized the already successful proliferation of professional teams across all major markets in

the United States by proclaiming "[t]hat's what the whole map looks like, with the NASL and

the USL. And there's obviously large parts of the country still geographically that don't have

teams, but re
they'

not population centers. Demographics, numbers don't work in those places in

the same way they do
elsewhere."

In light of Gulati's public admission that mandating further

geographic expansion into previously avoided and marginal markets would be inadvisable, the

rigid imposition of the arbitrarily increased Time Zones requirement was plainly unfair and

intended solely to harm the NASL's access to competitive, business, sponsor, and marketing

opportunities.

165. Further, although the Board
"invited"

the NASL in its September 3, 2017 letter to

apply in only 30 days for Division III sanctioning, such invitation was totally unreasonable as

Division III status would almost certainly destroy the league before the 2018 season even

begins-numerous teams and sponsors would depart, even assuming that an application could be

delivered on such short notice. This request for the NASL to justify itself as a potential Division

III league was also completely unnecessary, as the USSF clearly understood from the NASL's

Division II sanctioning application that the NASL satisfied the less exacting criteria for Division

III sanctioning.

166. In marked contrast to the austere treatment of the NASL's application for limited

and customary waivers, the Board exercised tremendous leniency in its review of the USL's
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Division II application for the 2018 season. Among other things, after the USSF had already

provisionally waived numerous requirements for the 2017 season, it first purported (in early

September 2017) to inexplicably grant the USL, but not the NASL, an additional month's time to

provide further information in connection with its application for the 2018 season-representing

that it would not render any decision on the USL application until at least the end of October

2017, nearly two months after delivering an attempted death blow to the NASL. In fact, the

Board delayed its vote on the USL's divisional sanctioning until January 2018-then, finally,

more than four months after cutting the NASL's legs out from under it and encouraging the

migration of as many NASL teams into the USL as possible, officially announced that the USL

would continue to play as a Division II league despite failing to comply with applicable Division

Standards. Moreover, the Board declared that the USL would enjoy at least two further years of

leniency while purportedly working to come into substantial compliance with the Division

Standards already applied to annihilate the NASL. On information and belief, controlling Board

members had already determined, as of September 1, 2017, to sanction the USL as a Division II

league by granting approximately twenty waivers to the USL-i.e., ten times the number of

waivers requested by the NASL-requests which were categorically refused for the NASL's

2018 season. In any event, the indisputable fact is that the USSF Board applied unfairly

disparate treatment to the NASL and the USL so as to sanction only the USL as a men's Division

II league for the 2018 season.

167. Plaintiff NASL now understands that the determination not to grant it Division II

sanctioning for 2018 was arrived at by the Board without completing anything even remotely

approaching what might be deemed a reasonable and informed decision-making process.
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168. Indeed, subsequent communications between one Board member and an NASL

team owner confirm that these recent Board determinations were both (i) improperly effected

without consideration of relevant information and (ii) made with the improper purpose of

coercing NASL clubs to join the USL.

169. With respect to the impropriety of the process, the NASL understands that Board

members who voted in connection with the September 1, 2017 determination not to extend the

NASL's provisional Division II status were not adequately briefed on the matter before voting on

the NASL's fate. Among other things, Board members were not provided with information

sufficient to understand either (i) the NASL's definite future plans to sustain and grow its league

or (ii) the impact the NASL vote would have on the subsequent vote on the USL's divisional

sanction and, thus, the future of non-MLS professional soccer in the United States. Instead, and

despite the USSF's general and longstanding practice of granting certain waivers to the NASL,

the voting members were instructed by Defendant Gulati to determine only whether the NASL

strictly complied with the arbitrary and unfair written sanctioning criteria for Division II leagues.

Moreover, minutes from the Board meetings immediately preceding the September 1, 2017

NASL divisional sanctioning vote suggest that the Board failed to discuss meaningfully, or

disclose information relevant to, the divisional sanctioning vote at any of those Board meetings.

170. As such, upon information and belief, the Board failed to undertake a reasonable

decision-making process in connection with the September 1 vote by, inter alia, failing to

produce any form of written report in connection with the determination.

171. Further, in stark contrast to the USSF's lenient and extended evaluation period of

the USL's application, and further evidencing the controlling
directors'

bad faith, the USSF

never engaged in any form of dialogue with the NASL to inquire into any possible resolution of
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outstanding issues before cavalierly denying the NASL's application. Instead, the one time that

NASL Chairman, Rocco B. Commisso, was permitted to make a presentation to the Board at the

September 1, 2017 meeting, he was met with cold indifference-and one Board member even

fell asleep during Mr. Commisso's remarks about the state and future plans of the NASL.

172. Defendant Gulati's insistence that the September 1, 2017 Board vote on the

NASL's fate proceed even though the voting members had no knowledge of the ultimate impact

of the vote on sanctioning for the USL is particularly indicative of the scheme orchestrated by

Gulati and like-minded Board members, such as Defendant Garber. Because the USSF has

always, since the inception of the modern NASL, sanctioned a Division II league, and because

Gulati understood that the NASL could not strictly comply with Division II sanctioning criteria

at that time, by forcing the NASL vote to proceed in this manner, Gulati must have understood

that he was coercing a result whereby only the USL would survive as a Division II league.

173. In any event, each of the voting directors should have understood that the voting

process upon which Gulati insisted failed to comply with their duties to act in accordance with

the proper not-for-profit purposes of the USSF to avoid putting their personal interests-or the

interests of any individual or entity to whom they are beholden-ahead of the
members'

interests; to act fairly and impartially towards the USSF's diverse member groups; and to ensure

that Board decisions are made only upon sufficient information and deliberation. These breaches

of duty are compounded by the momentous impact of this vote on the future of the NASL and,

indeed, the future of professional soccer in the United States. Nevertheless, Defendants either

willingly enabled, or simply fell into line with, President Gulati's agenda by embracing or

remaining willfully blind to the manifest inadequacies of the harshly inequitable decision-

making process used to cripple the NASL.
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174. As for
Defendants'

efforts to strong-arm NASL clubs into the MLS-aligned USL,

Defendant Lisa Carnoy, who voted on the determination to revoke the NASL's Division II

sanction, has since informed New York Cosmos owner, Mr. Commisso, that Defendant Gulati

led the voting members to believe that the determination to revoke the NASL's Division II

sanction would somehow
"help" NASL clubs like the Cosmos by facilitating their migration to

the USL. Apparently, however, voting members like Ms. Carnoy never received or demanded

further information from Gulati and other dominant or conflicted Board members concerning

how the determination to de-sanction the NASL as a Division II league could conceivably
"help"

the NASL.

175. In fact, this
"explanation"

relayed through Defendant Carnoy simply makes no

sense. As detailed above, the USL is tightly controlled by Alec Papadakis and NuRock. Any

potential appeal to NASL owners to join the USL would necessarily require Papadakis to

substantially relax the terms of membership to join the USL.

176. By placing the NASL on the USSF's functional equivalent of the endangered

species list, Defendants have, instead, destroyed all bargaining power the NASL otherwise might

have enjoyed, as the USL now understands that it likely constitutes the NASL teams'
teams only

out-

of-court option for survival into the 2018 season (and that a determination to join the USL prior

to the 2018 season must be made swiftly and under extreme duress).

177. Indeed, and only making matters worse for the NASL, the USL appears to have

been privy to the pending denial of Division II status to the NASL at least several weeks before

that decision was made known to the NASL-providing compelling evidence of collusion

between Defendants and the USL throughout the divisional sanctioning process for the 2018

season.
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178. Moreover, further evidencing collusion between MLS and the USL, third-party

media outlets have reported that an illicit agreement exists between MLS and the USL, whereby

USL franchises have agreed not to encroach upon geographic markets which already include

MLS franchises and stadia. Upon information and belief, the Board has been aware of this

improper agreement from its outset, and influential Defendants such as Garber, Gulati, and

Flynn-as well as USL CEO, Papadakis (during his tenure as a Board member)-have openly

condoned and even actively encouraged this agreement as yet another means to insulate MLS

from competition from potential up-and-coming rival professional leagues, namely the NASL.

179. In any event, the circumstances leading up to the September 1, 2017 Board vote

on the NASL's divisional sanctioning clearly suggest coordination among Defendants and

Papadakis to promote USL interests with the approval and consent of controlling Board members

and executives. Tellingly, after months of silence following Mr. Commisso's December 2016

purchase of the New York Cosmos, Papadakis reemerged in June 2017 during the critical final

build-up to the September 2017 Board vote to again begin courting NASL team owners to join

the USL. This time around, however, Papadakis was prepared to enter into certain revised

memoranda of understanding offering to eliminate the entry fee and ease other requirements

which had been stumbling blocks to a USL takeover of NASL clubs throughout the preceding

year.

180. Upon information and belief, Papadakis was strongly encouraged by Defendant

Gulati and others within the Board to present such offers to NASL club owners on the

understanding that the USL would soon be granted sole Division II sanctioning.

181. As detailed above, Papadakis and the USL did, in fact, succeed in turning the

denial of Division II sanctioning to the NASL into a promotional opportunity-or, more

I
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They'

pointedly, a windfall-for the USL, which continued to poach NASL clubs during the period

between the September 1, 2017 de-sanctioning of the NASL and the official January 2018

Division II sanctioning for the 2018 season of the USL by the USSF Board.

INJURIES CAUSED BY LIMITING THE NASL TO "MINOR LEAGUE" STATUS

182. Objective sources consistently recognize that the Board's prior refusal to grant

Division I status to the NASL severely limited the commercial potential of the league, as most

observers view even Division II professional soccer (to say nothing of Division III) as "minor

league"
soccer. For example, the Minnesota Business Magazine has opined that the market for

even Division II NASL teams "will be a niche one similar to those of other minor league
teams"

because "the North American Soccer League is no Major League Baseball. Indeed, it's a

Division ii League under Major League
Soccer."

Similarly, commentators have observed of the

New York Cosmos that the "'second
division'

qualifier is one that makes most Cosmos fans

indignant"
because "[w]ith that status comes a few sad realities. re not on national TV . . .

[t]heir merchandise is not easily found in area sports stores. And their home attendance has

fluctuated
wildly"

all in direct response to the artificial limitations imposed upon NASL growth

prospects by the arbitrary and inequitable "Division
II"

label.

183. Of course, if Division II is the "minor
leagues"

from a commercial interest and

sponsorship perspective, then Division III offers even fewer economic opportunities.

184. As Sports Illustrated recently reported, "without second-tier sanctioning, [the

NASL is] in serious trouble. Sponsors, TV partners and segments of the media and fan base do

care about division
designation[.]"

185. In fact, and as Defendants fully understand, new teams are extremely reluctant to

join the NASL if it is not sanctioned as a Division II league and, critically, pursuant to the

operating agreement governing the relationship of member clubs with the NASL, existing
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you'

you'

Division II clubs may cheaply and easily withdraw from the league if it loses its Division II

sanctioning. As explained in the preceding paragraphs, Defendant Malik chose to do precisely

that with his former NASL team in North Carolina.

186. Additionally, many existing sponsors of NASL teams hold options to withdraw

support if the NASL ceases to carry its prior divisional sanctioning.

187. In fact, in addition to Defendant Malik-who helped orchestrate the September 1,

2017 Board vote and his team's self-serving defection to the USL-other NASL clubs have since

likewise opted to leave the NASL as a result of the unreasonable pressure and economic

uncertainty resulting directly from the September 1, 2017 Board vote. As such, the USSF's

September 1, 2017 Board vote, and the continuing refusal to sanction the NASL as a Division II

league, have caused the destruction and dismantling of substantial portions of the NASL (a

league which, prior to the September 1, 2017 Board vote, was poised to enter into the 2018

season with more than a dozen teams).

188. Moreover, the lower the divisional sanction bestowed upon the NASL, the more

difficult it naturally becomes for the NASL to independently satisfy Division Standards such as

Number of Teams and Stadium Capacity. As Sports Illustrated reported in April 2015, "[h]aving

refused to pursue an affiliation or feeder agreement with MLS, the NASL is now at a

crossroads-tied to a 'minor
league'

label it refuses to embrace yet is forced, for now, to accept.

. . . the 'minor
league'

label can make its product a tougher sell. That, in turn, makes it difficult

to build to a Division I
standard."

(emphasis added)

189. For example, in reference to the New York Cosmos's unsuccessful efforts to

secure permission to build an attractive new stadium, one media outlet queried: "[I]f re a

municipal development entity and re trying to figure out how to use your most valuable
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resource (land), would [it] be a problem . . . that they'll play in the second division, . . . and . . .

have no viable route to the first division? These seem like issues,
no?"

190. By contrast, after decades of preferential treatment from the USSF, MLS now

commands league entry fees in the tens of millions of dollars from each expansion club-well

over ten times the amount paid in recent years by new clubs entering the economically oppressed

NASL.

191. Whereas MLS has continued to expand while ensconced in the protection of the

USSF, the Board's consistently prejudicial divisional sanctioning determinations with respect to

the NASL have caused an exodus of NASL clubs. For example, clubs which departed the NASL

after the USSF denied the NASL's application for Division I status in March 2016 include the

Atlanta Silverbacks, the Fort Lauderdale Strikers, Minnesota United FC, Ottawa Fury FC, Rayo

OKC, the San Antonio Scorpions, and the Tampa Bay Rowdies-a clear illustration of the

economic significance attached to the USSF's arbitrary decision to deny appropriate divisional

sanctioning to the NASL.

192. Further, when the NASL requested an extension of its Division II sanctioning in

August 2017, it informed the USSF that "the NASL is in discussions with a number of other

groups, including those in Atlanta and Detroit, to finalize their admission into the League for

2018"
and that "[t]he NASL has entered into a letter of intent with a well-funded ownership

group to bring a professional club to New Orleans in
2019[.]"

Upon information and belief,

Board members understood that all of these committed new investors in the NASL likely would

disappear if the league were not sanctioned at least at the Division II level. And, as history has

proven, that is precisely what has happened in the months since the USSF Board arbitrarily,

unreasonably, and unfairly determined to revoke the NASL's Division II sanction while plotting
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to further sanction the non-compliant USL as a Division II league for at least two further

seasons.

193. As a result of the USSF Board's pattern of voting to unfairly deny the NASL

appropriate divisional sanctioning and associated business opportunities, the NASL has suffered

and continues to suffer significant lost profits, lost business contracts and relationships, lost

business opportunities, lost employee talent, and harm to its brand and reputation. Indeed, the

cumulative effect of these many harms has been to call into serious question the NASL's ability

to survive at all as a professional men's league in the 2018 season. The Board's conduct has

effectively driven out a critical number of NASL clubs and exerted such unreasonable pressure

on remaining clubs as to push them to the brink of a collapse-a fate which now only judicial

relief in this action likely can avoid.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
Breach of Fiduciary Duty against all Defendants

194. Plaintiff NASL repeats and incorporates all prior allegations as if set forth in full

herein.

195. Plaintiff NASL is a professional league and member of the USSF, a New York

not-for-profit corporation.

196. The individual named Defendants are, or were during the relevant timeframe,

Board members and executives of the USSF.

197. Defendants are fiduciaries owing USSF members, including the NASL, duties of

care, loyalty, and obedience to the corporate purposes of the USSF.

198. Defendants have breached these duties in at least the following ways:
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a. Engaging in self-dealing by abusing positions of authority within the USSF to

further personal and institutional interests in the promotion of MLS-aligned

entities through SUM and other interests shared with MLS;

b. Improperly favoring and enriching the MLS by using SUM to divert funds earned

by USSF assets (such as rights in National
Teams'

games and World Cup

broadcasts) to MLS and SUM;

c. Applying arbitrary and capricious Division Standards to the divisional sanctioning

of the NASL and its rival leagues, MLS and the USL;

d. Failing to undertake any reasonable and prudent process, failing to be adequately

prepared, and failing to be adequately informed when determining, in September

2017, to deny the NASL's application for Division II sanctioning;

e. Refusing without any reasonable justification and in bad faith to extend the

Division II sanction of the NASL;

f. Acting in bad faith to thwart the ability of the NASL to compete directly against

MLS as a Division I professional league;

g. Colluding with the USL to undermine the integrity and sustainability of the NASL

league structure;

h. Prioritizing individual and Board-level self-interests over the promotion of soccer

in the United States by disregarding valuable opportunities to market soccer;

i. Consistently declining to engage in constructive dialogue with, or offer any form

of support to, the NASL in connection with critical growth and development

decisions and opportunities, such as new stadium construction projects and

divisional sanctioning determinations; and
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j. Failing to exercise proper oversight of, and prevent self-dealing and other wrong-

doing by, USSF executives and interested directors.

199. The foregoing actions and inactions on the part of Defendants constituted

negligence, gross negligence and/or were intended to cause the resulting harm to Plaintiff NASL.

200. As a result of the aforesaid, Plaintiff NASL has suffered significant monetary and

reputational harm, including lost profits, lost business opportunities, and diminished industry

standing.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff NASL demands judgment against all Defendants individually,

jointly and severally, and seeks the following relief:

a. Injunctive relief prohibiting Defendants from continuing to engage in the breaches

of fiduciary duty set forth herein;

b. Injunctive relief prohibiting Defendants from assigning the NASL a divisional

sanction lower than Division II to the extent the USSF continues to impose its

Professional League Standards;

c. Injunctive relief requiring Defendants to empanel an independent commission to

determine the most effective and appropriate means of monetizing USSF media

and other rights currently assigned to SUM through the lapsed written agreement

and informal continuing agreement described herein;

d. Damages in an amount to be determined at trial but not less than $100 million;

e. Interest, attorney's fees and costs of suit;

f. Compensatory, special and punitive damages; and

g. Such other relief as the Court may deem equitable and just.
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

Declaratory Judgment against Defendants Gulati, Garber, Flynn, Malik 4 additional

Directors to be identified during fact discovery

201. Plaintiff NASL repeats and incorporates all prior allegations as if set forth in full

herein.

202. The individual named Defendants are, or were during the relevant timeframe,

Board members and executives of Defendant USSF.

203. Pursuant to Section 720-a of the NPCL and Section 541 of the USSF Bylaws,

each Defendant is entitled to indemnification from the USSF for defense costs and personal

liability to satisfy a judgment in this action only if it is determined by certain other, non-

conflicted Board members or USSF executives that such Defendant acted (i) in good faith and

(ii) in a manner the individual Defendant reasonably believed to be in, or not opposed to, the best

interests of the USSF and its membership. No Defendant is entitled to indemnification if its

conduct was negligent, grossly negligent and/or intended to cause any of the harm to the NASL

set forth herein.

204. As set forth herein, Defendants Gulati, Garber, Flynn, and Malik acted in bad

faith towards the NASL and with the purpose of harming the growth and commercial viability of

the NASL as a men's professional outdoor soccer league in the United States.

205. Further, Defendants Gulati, Garber, Flynn, and Malik understood that their

scheme to dismantle and destroy the NASL was not in the best interests of the USSF and its

membership as a whole because, inter alia, such scheme was contrary to the promotion and

growth of soccer at all levels in the United States.

206. Whereas the conduct of Defendants Gulati, Garber, Flynn, and Malik was

contrary to the best interests of the USSF, such conduct was undertaken in bad faith to further

these
Defendants'
Defendants conflicted interests in commercial entities such as MLS, the USL, and SUM-
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entities which unduly influenced the decision-making of the Board which conflicted Directors

dominated.

207. Additionally, Defendants Gulati, Garber, Flynn, and Malik understood at all

relevant times that the service contract entered into and periodically continued by the USSF and

SUM was not in the best interests of the USSF and failed to preserve and create fair value for the

USSF from the USSF assets involved in that transaction.

208. Fact discovery in this action may also reveal that additional Defendants acted with

such bad faith, gross negligence, or failure to act reasonably in furtherance of the interests of the

USSF and its membership that such additional Defendants also cannot seek indemnification from

the USSF for their defense costs and personal liability to satisfy a judgment in this action.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff NASL seeks a declaration that: (i) Defendants Gulati, Garber,

Flynn, Malik, and any additional Defendants identified during fact discovery, as set forth above

in paragraph 208, cannot claim any right to indemnification from the USSF for defense costs or

personal liability to satisfy a judgment in this action because (ii) no reasonable director or

officer of the USSF could find that such Defendants satisfied the conditions precedent to

obtaining indemnification from the USSF pursuant to the USSF Bylaws and the NPCL.

Dated: February 6, 2018 By: /s/ Jean-Marie L. Atamian

Jean-Marie L. Atamian

Jordan Sagalowsky
MAYER BROWN LLP

1221 Avenue of the Americas

New York, New York 10200

Tel: (212) 506-2500

Counsel for Plaintiff North American Soccer

League, LLC
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